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Abstract 
In thts thes1s I explore the Yar1oua approaches to 
Herman i·uelv1lle's •snrtleby the 9or1vener.• r~uch has been 
written concern1na: .. Bartleby"1 however, cr1t1cA1 apprA1sa1 
has been extremely ~ 1 verse, An~ al thoutrh many or the var1ot1s 
read1n~s are complementary, allow1n~ the story to be rea~ 
on several levels at once, many others are blatantly con-
tra~1ctory and can 1n no way be reconc1le1. In 11~ht of 
th1s fnct, I have surveye1 var1ous critical op1n1ons, aef1ne1 
~eneral class1f1cat1ons for the 1nterpretat1ons worked out 
thus far, and, finally, moved towar1 establish!~ a reason-
able readln~ of the story. The value of much "Bartleby'' 
criticism is certainly questionable, this thesis sets already 
existing criticism in order in en attempt to make some general 
observations concern1n~ the story. In ·relation to this, 
there a.re eight basic classifications of "Bartleby" criticism 
that are dealt withs 1) biographical, 2) aesthetic, J) so~ 
ctolo~i~al, 4) exts:tent:ial., 5) metaphysical, 6) psychc,logfc~l, 
7) myth1c-relig:1oUS, a.nd 8:) st!'uctura.1-stylistlc. 
one: ·p:r.1.~r:y c.on:cOE~_+'h. i,s tn.e ·que.st.1.o:r1 of wh-o :1s· ·the 
.. 
:tna,_jor c::ha.t~o-.t·:e:r.: :IIBa:rtl.:eoy"' i_,$ 1a·:rg'e:ly --~·h:e· ·1@.w,.ye_r,-narrator •.s 
.. 
s tory:J thus, cons.ldetE.\tlo:ns such a.s wb~t ldnd of change the 
narra·t;or, underg"o·es:. :~:tid. pr:e:cis ely w:hat- we are to . :mak·e o.f his 
.~· 
" 
-.r 
1·n m1n~. the narr•t1 Ye ha• been examtntttl pr1 aart ly •• • 
work or art ooZDJ)OS4!·1 by the lawyer, and 01010 attentton 
has been pn1d to the tone, style, and potnt or vlev that 
the r1ot1onal author employes 1n h1a work. 
P1nally, the character or the lAwyer has been mts-
jtil!~ed by many cr1 t1cs. The narrtttor 1s rar rrom the callous 
businessman that JrAny critics have ~'1e h1m out to bes he 
ls a compassionate human be1n~ who truly desires to help 
Bartleby. AlthouR,;h 1t 1s tr\1e that he r\oes 1n1t1ally ciesert 
• the scrivener, h1s ultimate rett1rn to Bartleby anrl h1s offer 
.. 
of a1d prove h1m to be one of the kindest and most considerate 
of men, 
.. 
• 
,. . -·· 
~- ... ·• . . . ~ . 
" 
. U4'•~· ·-·~·~·;>"' .. ~~~r'-l;t;-; 
CtL\PTER I 
Introduction 
The Biogr11phic•l and Aoathetic Approachee 
Even after one hundred and tventy yenra an·d much criticnl contro-
versy, Hennan Melville's "Bartleby the Sc~vener 11 still remains one of 
the author's most puzzlin9 and problematic vorka. The story vaa firat 
published in 1853 in the ?lovember and December issues of Putnam' a Hontl1ly 
Magazine and reprinted in 1856 in The Pia.zza Tales. In both cases, 
~felville's story was reviewed favorably by various critics. Richard 
Henry Dana, a personal friend of ~lelville, said of the tale: "It touches 
the nicer strin~s of our complicated nature, and fairly blends the 
pathetic & ludicrous. The secret power of such an inefficient & harmless 
creature over his employer, who all the while has a misgiving of it, 
shows no conunon insight. ul The Berkshire County Eagle stated concerning 
The Piazza Tales: "The first story, 'Bartleby the Scrivener,' is a por-
trait from life and is one of the best bits of writing which ever came 
2 from the author's pen." Many other critics were equally impressed by 
the power of the work. 3 
Such praise is indeed valid. "Bartleby" is an excellent short 
story. But the excellence of the story seems surprising when placed in 
the context of Melville's background. "Bartleby" is the author's first 
published short story. Up to this point, as A.W. Plums·tead -tnforms tis, 
Melville had been accustomed to writing long novels which lacked control 
'--
,, 
.. ,.._, 
\, 
' ' y 
• 
, 
of tho vartou1 t!cttonal 11epocc1 of ton•. 1t1lo, and point "' vtow1 
"Ito h.ld •l•o tiAd 1r••t dtftScultt•• vtth control. ftt1 at'kto1 t\nd boen 
orratSc •l.xturo• ot urrative, dr••• eonaon, nr•tlon, ind lyric 
per1on n•rrntor point o' vtev: he had alao nlloved hiaeelf' df,re11ton• 
in ht1 ovn voice. ff11 ton• had been erratic alao, and not alvny1 in n 
functional vay; contemplative, detached, satirical (P.ettin, Pierre off 
to a bad atart), lyric, bombastic, and pereon.al."4 As he be~an to 
vrite ''Bartleby," Melville realized the necessity of maintainin,t strict 
5 control over hia materials. The result vaa a t1Rhtly constructed, well-
t 
written first-person narrative, all aspects of which are totally in 
keeping w·ith the character of the fictional lawyer-narrator. ~felville' s 
command of his materials and the ~erfection with which he created·hts • 
narrator are a tribute to his ability as an artist, especially when we 
realize that "Bartleby" is his first attempt in a new genre. 
However, the praise of the author's contemporaries was soon for-
gotten, and, as with a great many of Melville's other works, the story 
was almost ignored by critics for a considerable time. With the 
publication of Lewis Mumford's Herman Melville in 1929, however, interest 
in Melville seemed to revive, and a wave of criticism concerning "Bartleby" 
began and has continued to the present. Donald Fiene's bibliography, 
compiled in 1966, lists 117 entries dealing with the story, and many 
6 other articles have been written since then. Some may question the need 
for yet another discussion and examination of "Bartleby." Granted much 
has been written concerning the story; however, critical appraisal has· 
, 4 . 
--
of tt10 v11rtou• t1ctSonal napoct1 of tcmo, 1t1lo. ,and point r,f vtovi 
••tto had 11110 ttnd ttreat difftculttea vith cnntrol. Hi• :1CJ«fe1 hnd been 
erratic •ixturo1 of narrative, drama, sermon, orntion, nnd l~ic 
poetr'J• lfe had trouble uintaininp n cone11tent omn1ec1ent or 'trat 
pereon n.arrntor point of viev: he had also nlloved h1nael~ div.re1aione 
tn h1a ovn voice~ Ilia tone had been erratic alao, and not alvnya in A 
functional vay; contemplative, detached, satirical (p,ettinp Pierre off 
4 to a bad start), lyric, bombastic, and person.al." As he beian to 
vrite "Bartleby," Melville realized the necessity of maintaining strict 
control over his materiale. 5 The result was a tinhtly constructed, well-
written first-person narrative, all aspects of which are totally in 
keeping with the character of the fictional lawyer-narrator. Melville's 
command of his materials anc.1 the perfection with which he created his 
narrator are a tribute to his ability as an artist, especially when we 
realize that "Bartleby" is his first attempt in a new genre. 
" 
However, the praise of the author's contemporaries was soon for-
gotten, and, as with a great many of Melville's other works, the story 
was almost ignored by critics for a considerable time. With the 
publication of Lewis Mumford's Herman Melville in 1929, however, interest 
in Melville seemed to revive, and a wave of criticism concerning "Bartleby" 
began and has continued to the present. Donald Fiene's bibliography, 
compiled in 1966, lists 117 entries dealing with the story, and many 
6 other articles ~ave been written since then. Some may question-the need 
for yet another discussion and examination of "Bartleby." Granted much 
has been written concerning the story; however, critical appraisal has 
4 
'" 
nnco. ••n, othora •ro blAtant 1, contrndtctor·, •nd cAn fn no v111 bo 
r•concSltd. In l1Rht "' thte fact, it vtl l be •, purp-01• in tht1 paper 
to aarva, v•rlou• crtttcal opinion•, nttcmT't to define ,enernl 
claaaif1cat1on1 for tho tnterprctntiona v·orked out tht11 fnr, nnd. 
finally, to move tovarct e1tnbli1hinP. n vtnblc re.11din1t of the atory. 
The value of much 0 Bartleby0 criticil'ffl is certainly que1tionable, nnd. 
if I cannot succeed in offering an entirely nev interpretation of the 
story. I vill at least make an atte11tpt to set already existing criticism 
in order and to make some general and reasonable observations concernin~ 
"Bartleby." 
One primary concern will be an attempt to settle the question of 
who is the major character. I hope to support the contention that 
"Bartleby" is largely the lawyer-narrator's story, and I would like to 
discuss what kind of change, if any, the narrator under~oes and 
precisely what we are to make of his reactions to Bartleby. With this 
in mind, I feel it is important to examine the narrative primarily as 
a work of art composed by the lawyer, and I think it necessary to pay 
close attention to the style, tone, and point of view that the fictional 
author employs in his work. Criticism of the story will be analyzed and 
evaluated with respect to its effectiveness in dealing with these 
problems. 
.. Although each particular interpretation of "Bartleby" differs in 
some way, eight basic approaches to the story can be defined: 1) bio-
graphical, 2) aesthetic, 3) sociol·ogical, 4) existential, 5) metaphysical, 
5 
... 
• 
6) p•ycholo1lcnl, 7) a,thtc--ro.ltatoua, 11nd 8) •tructural-•tyltattc. 
LAtor critic• t,11ve becoPIIJO avaro or tho l1•1tntion1 or a certain out-
lo,ok and hava extended An o.arl.tar 1ntor·protntton to encoapa11 " lnrRor, 
nK>ro univeranl aennins. Tha laat clnaaificntton, the 1tructurnl-
atyliatic, 11 not n apec:1f1c readinn of the ,story, but ia an attempt 
to approach 0 Bartleby 0 hy allovinr as many complementary rendinsts as 
possible. AlthouJh these cateRoriea 11ppear to be valid divisions, it 
is important to note that no critic fits precisely into one of these 
niches. On the contrary, almost all the material overlaps, and the 
same critic may be seen in two or ~ore sections. 
In the first approach mentioned, the bio~raphical, critics feel 
that Melville's personal life figures strongly in the story and that 
incidents in the narrative represent actual occurrences and facts. 
Lewis Mumford feels that Bartleby represents Melville, and that the 
story accurately portrays the problems the author faced: "The point 
of the story plainly indicates Melville's present dilemma. People 
would admit him to their circle and give him bread and employment only 
if he would abandon his inner purpose: to this his answer was -- I 
7 would prefer not to." Mumford's reading takes on considerable validity 
when viewed in conjunction with a letter that Melville wrote to 
Hawthorne in the spring of 1851: 
In a week or so, I go to New York, to bury myself 
in a third-story room, and work and slav~ __ on my ''Whale" 
while it is driving through the press. That is the 
only way I can finish it now -- I am so pulled hither 
and thither by circumstances. The calm, the coolness, 
the silent grass-growing mood in which a man ought 
always to compose -- that, I fear, can seldom be mine • 
6 
t>oll•r• daan a.o •••• ,_., do11r ~,r, 11 .-ro.11'flttaonc 
i I Oft M, -- I 1hn 11 at l1&1t bo worn out and 
porteh •••• VhAt I tool DOit aovod to vrtto, th4t 
t I d 1.-.n od , -- t t V't 11 not pay. Tot • n 1 t oa@t ho r , 
vrlto th• other v11y I cnnnot,8 
Addtne to the evfdonc• for II bt0Rr11phic11l ro.adtna, ltavton Ar\•in 
1tre1eea Melville'• bittern••• nt the fnilure of hie vorks tn achieve 
popularity. lfo nlao note• thnt Helvtl.le'a brother Allon, v·ith vh~ 
the author did not 1et along, vaa A "1nll Street lavyer. Arv1"n feels 
that the 111 feeling between the author and hia brother is the baaia 
9 for the satiric portrait of the l11vyer-n11rrntnr tn the story. (In 
conjunction with this idea, some critics maintain that the lawyer 
represents Lemuel Shaw, Melville's father-in-law, a successful lawyer 
10 and chief justice in ~tassachusetts. ) But this interpretation seems 
highly questionable; Arvin fails to prove that the lawyer's character 
is indeed a satiric portrait, something he must do since the supposition 
that it is seems fairly weak. 
Granted, the lawyer does describe himself as an "eminently safe 
11 
man" interested only in protecting himself and making a reasonable 
living, and, on the surface at least, all of his interactions appear to 
stem from selfish motives. But a closer look at the lawyer's actions 
should demonstrate that he is, in actuality, a kind and generous man. 
Although the lawyer may state that his motives stem from self-interest, 
he is still very understanding in his treatment of Bartleby. He never 
forces the scrivener to do anything against his will, and although th~s 
may be seen as merely an attempt on the ~awyer's part to avoid un-
pleasantness, we cannot overlook the fact that he finally invites 
' 
7 
t•n.nrt lohv • 0 t1111td J, Sn tho kSndo•t tono 
I coult! 11aUSH undor 1uch oxcitfn1 circtn11t11nc~•, 
ttvtll you ,ro t,~ vtth •a nov - nl't to •1 offtco, 
but IIJ dvelltnp -- nnd rCHUin there till va c11n 
conclude ttpon aaete convoniont nrran1eaont for you 
nt our le1aure? Cmae. let ua t1tnrt nov, rittht 
avay.'' (p. 127) 
Only tlie moat obtuse individual would !nil to renlize the 1oftli-
cnt1ona of this act, and the lawyer ia far from stupid. Should 
Rnrtleby accept, the lawyer will, in all '>robability, burden himself 
and his home w-ith a silent, wall-r11zin~ scrivener for the rerrainder 
of his life. The lawyer's villinRnees to take on this burden would 
seem to be An extremely humanitarian r,esture a.nd would thus appear 
to negate the theory of Melville's havi.ng created him as a satiric 
portrait (a.nd, in turn, negate Arvin's interpretation). 
Nonetheless, there is an element of satire present in the 
lawyer's description of himself: 
I am a man who, from his youth upwards, has been 
filled with a profound conviction that the easiest 
way of life is the best. Hence, though I belong 
to a profession proverbially enerP.etic and nervous, 
even to turbulence, at times, yet nothing of that 
sort have I ever suffered to invade my peace. I am 
one of those unambitious lawyers who never addresses 
a jury, or_in any way draws down public applause; 
but, in the cool tranquillity of a snug retreat, 
do a snug business among rich men's bonds, and 
mortgages, and title-deeds. All who know me, con-
sider me an eminently safe man. The late John Jacob 
Astor, a personage little given to poetic enthusiasm, 
had no hesitation in pronouncing my first grand 
point to be prudence; my next, method. I do not 
speak it in vanity, but simply record the fact, that 
I was not unemployed in my profession by the late 
John Jacob Astor; a name which, I admit, I love to 
8 
,.. 
r•poAt; for It h•th • round•d Drbtcul11r 1ound to 
tt, •nd rtn1a liko unto bullion. I vtJl freol~ 
11dd, th•t r va• not in••n•tbl• ta tho lAto John 
Jacob Aator'• ttood optnton. (pp. 92-93) 
If we t4ko th••• cois1Nnta at f nce vn luo, th• n•rrntor 11ppe4ra 
unvltttn11ly to ch,aracterlze hiualf •• • poapou• and l'IIUI 1ndiv"1dual 
intereeted only in 111fet1 and money. 
12 pn11aRe •• a type of aelf-parody. 
ftovever, I can onl:t' viev th11 
The lavver'• interaction& vith .. 
Bartlebv have forced him into a kind of avarenesa about himself and •• 
hi1 poaition in society. As he begins to vrite the tale. he ia 
cooacioua of the inadequacies of his life-style, a.nd he mocks himself 
and much that he has stood for. Thus, I feel that Arvin' e interpre·-
tation is weak in that it m.istakee the lawyer's self-mockery for 
Melville's satire. 
In addition to Mumford a.nd Arvin, various other critics support 
the biographical reading, occasionally adding pieces of information 
to strengthen their case or explain Melville's sources. Alexander 
Eliot feels that Bartleby is Melville, that the law office represents 
the isolation, imprisonment, and adversity of Melville's life, and that 
13 the dead letters represent the author's unsuccessful manuscripts. 
Similarly, Harry Levin notes that "Bartleby" may "be read as a muted 
epilogue to the sound and fury of Pierre." He feels that Melville 
bitterly realized the failure of his career as a successful novelist 
and dramatized this realization in the story. Levin states that 
"Bartleby" is "suggestive of the predicament Melville had arrived at 
in his literary career. Bartleby can be taken as his double, the 
copyist who mildly but stubbornly asserts his individuality by refusing 
9 
'' 
!Aon ttownr,t nl•o 11dd1 1ae1thlnp, to 
tt,o bio1r11ph1c• 1 vlav by not tn1 thnt tho 1tt'r, ta ••auppn1od J 1 ba•od upon 
• certain uount of fnct. 0 lie nee ount1 for Bart leby • • con1t11nt vn J 1-.. 
RIIZinR by 11ontioninR that 1hortl7 before the etory vna vr!.tten c,ne of 
Melville'• frienda, 
ARoraphobin and had 
Geor1e F. Adler, developed 
ed .15 to be inatitutinnnliz • 
11 aeri0t11 case of 
Fin.nlly, Richard 
ChRae'a evaluation of the atorv ia atnndnrd in that he feels that .. 
Bartleby represents Helville 1 s vithdrnwRl and bitterness after his 
failure to gain literary acclaim in his own time. Rovever, Chase makes 
at least one significant chan,e in the standard interpretation when he 
states that Melville did not portray himself only as the artist 
irreparably dama~ed by harsh public opinion. To do so, Chase feels, 
would be ridiculously sentimental. The critic recalls that the author 
was a successful family man and customs official and, therefore, feels 
16 that ~felville also saw himself as the comfortable, complacent lawyer. 
Although the biographical approach may be interesting, it is 
. 
weak in m.any respects. Its primary fault is that it stresses Bartleby 
as the main character and virtually i~nores the lawyer-narrator. In 
most cases critics feel that the lawyer is just an extension of a re-
pressive society that wants to force Bartleby (Melville) to write 
popular fiction instead of serious novels. But this is hardly the 
truth; although the lawyer does initially desert Bartleby when pressured 
by society, he returns later and offers to help the scrivener find any 
type of employment he might desire: · 
"Now one of two things must take place. 
Either you must do something, or something 
10 
-· 
au1t bo dono to)'®• """ wtult 1ort of bu1t., 
no11 would you likt to on11110 tnl Vould JOU 
ltko to r•·•n111co Sn cop,tn1 tor ,,oao one?"' .. 
... No; I would profor not to uko na:, chAnga. 
ttyould yc,u 1 tko II clorkthtp tn • dr,-,ood1 
1toro?0 
"Th•r• t1 too ttuch cont tncnNnt about th•t. No, I vould not ltko n cl•rkahip; but I ma not 
particular." 
"Too at1ch conf incmt1tnt • •·• I cried, "vhy 1ou 
keep your1elf confined nll the tillef" ttz vould prefer nat to tnke a clerkahip,u 
he rejoined,•• if to aettle that little item 
at once. 
••rtov vou ld a 
you? 
that." 
There ia no 
bar-tenders buaineaa auit 
tryinR of the eye-eight in 
"I vould not like it at all; thouRh, as 
I said before, I am not particular." 
tfia unwonted vordinesa inspired me. I 
returned to the charge. 
''Well, then, would you like to travel 
throu~h the country collecting bills for the 
merchants? That would improve your health." 
''No, I would prefer to be doing some-
thing else. 
0 How, then, would ~oing as a companion to 
Europe, to entertain some young ~entleman w·ith 
your conversation - how would that suit you?" 
"Not at all. It does not strike me that 
there is anything definite about that. I like 
to be stationary. But I am not particular." (pp. 125-126) 
As the passage draws to a close, the lawyer offers to take Bartleby 
to his home and permit him to stay there until they can conclude some 
sort of "convenient arrangement" for the scrivener. However, Bartleby 
declines this offer as well. All of these offers demonstrate that the 
lawyer is a benevolent man w~o is truly interested in helping Bartleby. 
(The lawyer hinrs-etr--notes that he has no legal or social obligation to 
help the scrivener.) And, although he did originally bow to the 
pressures of society, his humanitarian desire 'to help shows that he must 
11 
\ 
body •,,•k.in,t to torco 84rtleb1 to ccnfona. 
\). 
Continuina vtth the napoct of vtevtna the l•vyor 11• 1n tndtvtdunl, 
ve auat note that the entire 1tor,, 1• told froa hl• point or viev. 
Thi1 fact dC!J!Ulnda that ve pay clo1e attention to hie charncter. Indeed. 
even if the l•vyer ta in error vhen he tel11 us thJlt ••aartleb1 vaa one 
of those beinp,1 of vhom nothtn, ia aacertatnable" (p. 92), anythinp we 
do learn ab0t1t the scrivener is filtered throu,zh the lawyer's 
consciousness. Thus, if the reader doea manaie to learn aomethin~ about 
Bartleby, he still learns a f!reat deal more about the lawyer-narrator 
simply by taking note of what the lawyer decides to present, which aspects 
of the story he chooses to emphasize, and the very words he employs in 
telling the tale. The failure of the biogra~hical approach to take these 
• 
considerations into account can only be deemed a serious flaw. 
In addition to the above weaknesses, one other major point should 
be made. There is certainly some measure of autobiography in all 
fiction; authors write from experience as well as imagination. However, 
this does not indicate that the theme and meaning of their works are 
limited only to their personal lives, and those critics who restrict 
the interpretation of "Bartleby" to Melville's life ignore much of the 
richness and compl·exity of the story. Various critics agree on this 
point. Richard Harter Fogle states: "Bartleby as representative man 
is certainly more interesting than Bartleby ••• as Melville." 17 
Similarly, Kingsley Widmer feels that a biographical reading weakens the 
story considerably: "We might ac;Id that biographical allegorizing, . 
, 
12 
' 
C 
. ' 
S0ct1l-bioaraphtc•l allogor1atna u•u1ll7 boat ftta b1tf art ttnd WAk 
• 
nrti1te. •·• 18 Finally, Richard Abc11rfan al1n 1tr••••• the ro•tr1cttona 
of the bioRrnphicnl aporonch: • 
Fa1ctnated by the obviou1 nutobioRraphicnl el~-
ment1 of the atory, moat cr1t1ca have re•d it 
aa a chapter in Helville'a autobioRrnphy, Such 
a readin~ tenda to ne1tlect the atory'a more 
universal meaning expreaaed by the narrator's 
final words - ''Ah, Bartlebyl Ah, humnnityl" 
This cry conveys the narrator'& profound revel11-
tion that the universe is indifferent to exem-plary piety and goodwill vith which he tries 
to penetrate Bartleby's isolation and that his 
ultimate failure stands as a paradigm for all 
hum.an relationshipe.19 
All of these points are well taken. The bio~raphical approach 
makes Melville look as though he is searching for pity and reduces 
the story to a sentimental rendition of the author's problems. 
In addition, it is hard to believe that a story dealing only with 
Melville's life would remain as popular and controversial as 
"Bartleby" has. 
One other aspect of the biographical view should be discussed. 
Egbert S. Oliver feels that Bartleby represents Thoreau rather than 
Melville, and he asserts that Melville's story is a satire of Thoreau's 
essay "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience." He feels that Bartleby's 
passive non-cooperation stems from the essay. According to Oliver, both 
Bartleby and Thoreau react to a society that they feel is corrupt, and 
the critic equates Thoreau's refusal to pay his taxes to Bartleby's "I 
would prefer not to." Oliver reads the conclusion of the story as a 
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eondOlllMtton of Thoro11u'1 tdo,111 nnd •• •n afttnutton tor HoJvfllo. 
Ito foe la that Holvtlle t1 tr·7tntt, to 11111 "tr, 111 :,ou vt 11, ym, c11nnot 
cut youraolf nff froe 1octot:,, and t:o p«rat1t tn 1uct, A Jtrectton c•n 
only deatro1 tho indtvtdwal."20 In thi• v•y. Oliver 1ooka to d111on-
atrate •'Melville'• vholeecae •nn1ty.-.2l by atatini that ••a.1rtleby" 11 • 
re.11ffinantion of aociety nnd the 1rti1t'1 role vithin it. Althouf:fh "' 
this readtn, moves away from the aspect of self-pity on the part of 
Melville in equating Bartleby vith himaelf, it ia still veak in many 
respects. First, it still fails to deal adequately vith the lavyer-
narrator. But more i,mportantly, Oliver's comparison of the statements 
of Bartleby and Thoreau is not fully justified. Thoreau vithholds his 
taxes because he believes that one man can in.fluence society. Thus, he 
acts essentially in a positive way, seeking change as a goal. Bartleby, 
on the other hand, seems to act (or not act) out of sheer despair. Re 
withdraws from society completely because he believes all action to be 
ineffective. Thus, the motivation for withdrawal in each man's case is 
entirely different, and the comparison can be seen as fairly weak. 
Indeed, the reading appears forced in that Oliver felt compelled to 
prove ''Melville's wholesome sanity" at the expense of weakening the 
impact and meaning of the story. There is very little affirmation in 
"Bartleby," and readings such as this seem to be a conscious attempt on 
the part of .critics to fore~ the story into an uncongenial mold • 
.. 
The second approach mentioned in my introduction, the aesthetic, 
is essentially an extension of the biographical reading and is, perhaps, 
slightly more v~able simply because it moves away from the need to equa~e 
' 
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ln MolvSllo•1 Jtto. Crtttc1 tn tht1 catotor1 fool thnt Holvtllo I• 
ot tho artl1t in an unroaponaivo 1ociet1. 
!l111lc.11lly, tt,on, tt,oro t1" aove.aont from an cmplulai1 on HolvflJe'1 
probln1a to thoae of the artiet 1n R•nera!. Leo Marx'• article 
··~olvillo'• Parable of the Wall, .. provide• a atooth traneition betveen 
the btoarnphic•l and aeathetic approaches. 
Pirat, !urx citea evidence that links Bartleby to Helville. He 
feel• that both men refuse to do the sort of work required of them. 
Bartl.eby refuses to continue the unoriRinal, plodding .1ob of copyin,t 
legal documents just ae Melville refused to continue turning oot the 
popular, but less fulfilling, island romances. In addition, Hane notes 
the narrator's inference that Bartleby's eyes have gone bad. The 
critic equates Bartleby's "eye-trouble" with Melville's and cites this 
comparison as another link between author and character. Marx extends 
this argument and states that the weakness of Bartleby-Melville's eyes 
stems from the fact that the writer has become paralyzed by trying to 
22 work in the shadow of various philosophic problems. However, this 
aspect of Marx's article is far too contrived. Its basic premise, 
that Bartleby's eyes have gone bad, is totally unsupported. The 
narrator only assumes this when he can find no other reason for the 
scrivener's refusal to work, and Bartleby certainly never confirms the 
supposition. Although it may be true that the scrivener's have gone 
. ,. bad, it is much too tenuous a point to.base a theory upon. 
• 
At this point, Marx's approach shifts from Melville to the writer 
in general who probes for answers to the most baffling philosophic 
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quo1,tona. (TI,••• pt,tlo1ophtc quo•tton• 1ro 1uppo1odl7 repro•ontod 
bJ tho vnl 1,• 1urroundln1 th• 14" otf lco.) Harx feel• thAt aueh • 
vrttor'• problllU 1tert froe tho f•ct thnt a coa oorc1•11zed 1octety 
(nota tho ator1'• 1ubt1tlo: "A Stor1 of Unll Street") 1• unreapon•iva, 
even ho•tile, to such probinR•• Accord1DR to Marx, aociety doe• not 
vnnt penaivo or reflective literature. but rnther desires neat, 
intereatinR diveraiona from vritera under ita control. Nippers and 
Turkey serve as example& of auch vritera. The narrator has no trouble 
manipulating them, and the fact that they vork productively only half 
the time perhaps demonstrates that society is preventing them from 
achieving their full potential. The critic poes on to emphasize that 
the lawyer is a representative of cmnmercialized society. He is 
described as "a man of middling status with a propensity for gettinP, 
along with people, but a man of distinctly limited perception •••• As 
a spokesman for society he is well chosen."23 Later Marx states: "the 
24 lawyer is in effect an instrument of the great power of .social custom." 
According to the critic, then, Bartleby's wall-gazing is actually 
productive; he is contemplating philosophical problems. However, since 
the reader sees the scrivener's actions through the eyes of the lawyer, 
a representative of a literal, commercialized society which does not 
value philosophical probings, he is left with the feeling that Bartleby 
is producing nothing, that he has simply ceased to function: 
... 
Bartleby's switch from copying what he is told 
to copy to staring at the wall is therefore, 
presumably, the emblematic counterpart to that 
stage in Melville's career when he shifted from 
writing best-selling romances to a preoccupation 
with the philosophic themes which dominate 
16 
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Hardt, Hobz-Dlck, aod fttorro. lut tho quo•ttoa 
11, c•n vet •ccopt IArtloL,'• 111rol1 pa11tvo 
•t•rtna •t tho blank well•• tn 1n1 ••a••• 
p1rallol to tho atato of atnd tn vhtch Holv!ll• 
vroto th• l•t•r novola? 
Th• 1nevor, ff vo r•ca 11 vho !1 tol J 1"" 
th• 1tor1, t1 Y••· Tht1 ta the 1-avyer'• 1tor1, 
and in ht1 •1••, 111 tn thct •1•• of Holvtlle'• 
crtttca and the public, th11 ata10 of hie 
c•reer 11 nrti1tic11lly b•rren: hie turn to 
met11phyeicnl th .. •• 11 in f11ct the equivalent 
of cu1tn1 to vr1te.2S 
Thua, Hnrx feela that the importAnce of the ator·y lies in the fact that 
the reader must underatand the lavyer'a limited perception and the fact 
that Bartleby is a productive artist vho has been discarded by aociety 
since it cannot understand the value of his work. The weakness of this 
aspect of Marx's interpretation of the story cannot be overemphasized. 
The reading is again forced and contrived, and these problems stem from 
an attempt to make Bartleby the major character in the story. Not much 
is known about the scrivener, and ~1arx's theory is based on far too 
little evidence. First of all, Bartleby's wall-gazing may indeed be of 
a philosophic nature, but wall-gazing is still wall-gazing and is non-
productive. Equating staring with the creation of works such as Moby-
Dick, Mardi, and Pierre is too far-fetched. The reader must acknowledge 
' . 
that Bartleby does stop functioning when he begins his dead-wall reveries. 
Secondly, Marx's statement that the lawyer is a representative of society 
is not wholly justified. Granted, throughout most of the story the lawyer 
does ·act in accordance with society and he does eventually desert the 
scrivener beca~se of societal pressures. But the lawyer does break out 
of this mold. He returns to help Bartleby and thus demonstrates that he 
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t1 an indtvtdual vorthJ or tho roatdor•, ro•poct. H.llrx not11 thl1 
••poet of th• 1.av,er'• chlaract•r, but ho d0ttan't dt1cu1• tt tullJ 
ooou~t,i "Desperate becnu10 of hta iMbtlitJ to frt,rht•n l1rtlab1'1 
• ta11ob111tJ into cmpliAnce, • the laVJor ta drivon to uko • truly 
charitable offer: he 111ka the ab1ect copyist to coee hoae vith him. 
(The problem of dealing vith tha vriter ar1dually brin,ra out the beat 
in this complacent American.) 1·• 26 The lawyer'• offer of help 1a eaaential 
to the meaning of the story. In a aenae, he offer, Bartleby a chance 
to do anything he desires, and, if ve accept ~!arx'a theory, B.artleby'a 
refusal can only be seen as stubborn and willful. Within the critic's 
framework, the scrivener is being off ere·d the chance to WTite the 
way he wants; he can go home with the lawyer and stare at any and 
all walls he desires. Yet he refuses. Thus, if Bartleby is to be 
.. 
viewed as the artist wronged by society, he must also be seen as a 
stubborn and overly proud man who refuses help when it is offered to 
him.27 
Marx concludes by stating that even though Bartleby dies, 
there is "a clear if muted note of affirmation here which must not 
be ignored. 1128 The affirmation supposedly occurs through the symbolic 
power of the color green: 
... 
The saving power attributed to the green grass 
is the clue to Melville's affirmation. 
The green of the grass signifies every-. 
thing that the walls, whether black or white 
or blank, do not. Most men who inhabit Wall 
Street merely accept the walls for what they 
are -- man-made structures which compartmentalize 
experience. To Bartleby, however, they are ab-
stract emblems of all the impediments to man's 
realization of his place in the universe. Only 
18 
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th• l•w,•r •••• that th• out•t•ndln1 chAr•cror-l1ttc ot tho wall•• vhochor ro1ardod •·• uteri•l 
obJ•cta or •Jllbol•, t1 thAt th•J aro "d.-f le lont tn • • • 'ltfo •." Croen, on tho othor hand, 11 lite. The color ,tre.m le th• ko, to 
1 cluetor of 1 ..... of fecundity vhtch rnur, 
tn Holvtll•'• vork bo~tnntn1 vtth T,YP••• 
The l•vyer notea thl1 liftt-force vhll• Blrtlaby do•• not, and 
according to ~n, he atntee that ttin t!Jle ,treenn••• ••• NJ 
penetrate the moat ueaive of valla."30 Nonetheleaa, deJ1th remains. 
Bartleby'a open eyea, etarinR at the valle of mortality vhich hem 
him in. make a atrikin~ final image. Although, there may be 
some kind of affirmation in •·•Bartleby •" Marx' a interpret11tion of 
that affirmation is baaed on too little evidence and distorts facts , 
out of proportion. 
Again, as with the biographical approach, various critics 
espouse the aesthetic view. Newton Arvin states that the story is 
a parable of frustrated relationships between the artist and the 
practical world. Bartleby as artist realizes that commu.nication 
is impossible, and he is reduced to mere copying with no originality. 
Finally, he quits completely. 31 Richard Chase also feels that there 
is something to the aesthetic approach, and his interpretation is 
similar to that of Leo Marx. He feels that Bartleby represents the 
sensitive artist who refuses to write second-rate material, even 
though the public demands it. Again, Nippers ~nd Turkey represent 
commercialized artists who do turn out the desired sub-standard work. 
The lawyer, in turn, is the representative of society who attempts to 
32 force Bartleby to come down to the level of Turkey and Nippers. 
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Fr11nk tl;avtd•c,n •l•o oei,lo1t1 ch• •••chor ic •"prc=u1ch. ffo too.11 ttu.t. 
"IArt lot,,•• t• n 1cor, of 11 "dtvldod ••lf" llnd eu1.101t1 thnt dual 
pro11uro1 (euktna .one, 11nd vrtt1n, art11t1c4lly) clA1hctd v1th1n 
~olvtllo, thu1 cAu1tntt hie to vrtto n •tor·, contra1ttn1 nn 1rtt1t vho 
refu1e1 to P.ivo in to public de111nd (811rtleby) nnd II hack vhc, doea 
produce v·ork for the public (the 1.avyer). 33 
Al 1 of tt,ese readin,ta, as vitt1 tfnrx 'a• have 11t least one very 
basic flav. In attemptinp to make Bnrtleby the major character, each 
fails to deal adequately vith the lnvycr and thus leaves much of the 
story unexplained. In fact, moat of the story seems to be devoted to 
the lawyer rather than the scrivener. Indeed, there is much 
description of the law office, the lawyer himself, and his employees 
even before Bartleby arrives. And, if Melville was intent upon por-
traying only a stock, background character, as these readings seem to 
indicate, then he wasted a good deal of space and burdened the reader 
with unnecessary information. Clearly, the only way to reconcile this 
problem is to admit that the story is not Bartleby's, but rather that 
it is the story of the lawyer's reactions to Bartleby. In relation 
to this, there are two later aesthetic approaches which do deal with 
the lawyer to a greater extent in an attempt to more fully explain all 
aspects of the story. Although neither article manages to account for 
everything, both seem to be a step in the right direction in that they 
give the lawyer more serious consideration. 
Mario D'Avanzo views Bartleby as the artist 'ho refuses to be 
corrupted b his would-be patron, the lawyer_. D 'Avanzo feels that 
the lawyer s a man who "knows mainly the legal world of dollars and 
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l 1fo of tho 1ptrit and tho 1uR1nat1on. fie. like Jot,n Jacob Aatt'lr • 
knov1 little of 'poot1c enthu1t11sa,• 11c.11ntn, not aercly tnten•e feel-
inR but nlao the interior crentive life that hns to do vtth beauty nnd 
truth. •• 34 • AccnrdinR tn the critic, the lavyer vishea t" influence 
Bartleby the artist by perau11ding him to create "useful" literature, 
and the atory suppoaedly 0 has to do v·itl1 a scrivener carrying on a kind 
of Jtueri l ln warfare of passive resistance against the ethos of \,1al 1 
Street and the Benthnmite utilitarianism of his employer, the lawyer-
narrator."35 But D'Avanzo's theory is extremely confusin~ when 
measured against the facts. Although the lawyer does initially try 
to force Bartleby to act in a certain way and ~ranted that he does 
desert the scrivener when Bartleby refuses, the narrator returns with 
an honest desire to help. Furthermore, the lawyer's offer is given 
freely, without any obligations on Bartleby's part; he seeks only to 
keep the scrivener from destroying himself and does not desire to 
force him to act in any specific way. To reenforce this point, it 
should be noted that even when it has become apparent that Bartleby 
will never perform any useful function for society, the lawyer still 
supports him. Although the scrivener refuses to eat while in prison, 
the lawyer makes sure that Bartleby. has food available should he 
change his mind. 
D'Avanzo sums up his entire argument when he states concerning 
21 
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HolvSllct 
Mo 0110 know thnt tho ulttuto dotut nf tho 11rtl1t vould be tn coapraaf1tna ht1 craft and 
t,ta vl•ton b7 1olltnR mat to tha urkot-pl,aco 
of lottere. Defe.nt nnd ab1aeaont would be in 
portoratn• • aechllntc111 t111k of vrtttna vhat 
an nr.,loyer call• for. Bllrtleby 11 the fi1ture 
of tl,e urketpl•c• vriter. lfe U"perienccs frustration, i1olat1on, alienation and finally 
auictde; he 1• nn IahNelite in the vorld of letter• but n hero in the final annlyaia, for 
he v1ll not VT1te, or 'scriven' aa Melville puts it symbolically.36 
But the essential point to note in the atory ia the fact that 
Bartleby is not asked to "scriven." The lawyer offers him many 
other alternatives, including his own choice. (I assume "convenient 
arrangement" (p. 127) means convenient for Bartleby.) The lawyer 
has no ulterior motive; he is interested only in helping another 
human being. Finally, D'Avanzo's alle~ation that the lawyer is 
"a materialist and knows nothing of the deeper life of the spirit 
and the imagination" seems ludicrous. First of all, the narrator 
does react sensitively to Bartleby and does feel genuine sorrow 
at the scrivener's death. In addition, it is the lawyer who writes 
the story of Bartleby, thus essentially making him an artist as well. 
It can certainly be maintained that the very sensitivity and com-
plexity of a story whose popularity has lasted over one hundred and 
twenty years demonstrate some kind of spirit and imagination on the 
part of the author. Thus, the artistry of the story itself contradicts 
D'Avanzo's caustic appraisal of the lawyer's character. 37 
While D'Avanzo's article is important in that it at least dis-
cusses the lawyer's character in some detail, it is weak in that it 
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1tlll viOVI a.rtloby 111 tho N,1or tt1ur@ tn tho 1tor,. John r:,.rdnor, 
on tho ot),or h11nd, 1t t l l mploy1 cho 1101thot tc npproach but tool• thllt 
tho lnvyo-r'• ch1r11ct1r 11 at lo.111c 11 taportant Al tho 1crfvencr•1 to 
the atory. C11rdnor toel1 thAt tho u,1or error tn "811rtl1byt• critictn 
thu1 far hn1 been a fntluro tn retali1e th.nt the lavyor •u•t be rtt-•. 
RArded a, an arti•t 111 vell 111 Bartlcby: 
Mo1t Melville re11dera J1avc noticed thnt on one 
level. B.artleby can repreaent the honeat nrtiat: he ia a 'scrivener' vho refuses to "copy, .. aa 
Melville himself refuaed to cnpy -- that ia, as he refused to knock out more anle.able South 
Se.as romances. But if Bartleby is the artist, 
he is the artist manque: his is a vision not 
of life but of death; "the man of silence," he 
creates nothing. A better kind of artist is 
the lawyer, who, having seen eeality through 
Bart leby' e eyes, hae turned to literature. tlor 
is lte the slick writer: "If I pleased," he 
says, "(I) could relate divers histories, at 
which good-natured gentlemen miRht smile, and 
sentimental souls might weep." That is, popular 
fiction •••• The reader may smile or weep 
at Bartleby's story, but the narrator's chief 
reason for choosing it is that he is seriously 
concerned with "literature." Close reading 
reveals that the story he tells is indeed a 
highly organized literary work, a story that 
is as much the narrator's as it is Bartleby's, 
ending with the narrator's achievement of that 
depth of understanding necessary to the telling 
of the story.38 
Gardner's contention that the lawyer is a sensitive artist is of 
major·Jimportance since it forces the reader to analyze the lawyer's 
understanding of Bartleby rather than just examining the scrivener 
himself. Thus Gardner demonstrates to the reader that an under-
standing of the lawyer's character is at least as important as an 
understanding of Bartleby's if one is to comprehend the story fully. 
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Tho crttlc fool• that tho l11w,or S11 11h10 ta con.ciau•l)' croato • 
htttt1ly porcopttvo lttor11r, vorlt bcteau•o h• h11a rocolvod 1teo ktnd 
or profound nvAren••• llbout hf•••lf 11nd tho hwun cc,,ndttton f'ron h1• 
r• l•t 1onal1tp vitt1 8.lart lob,. Vhi 1• I fool Cnrdner • 1 thoc,r• 1• ci,:-, 
treael• vnluable and n• SDOre thnn vtlltna to nd•ft that the l•v,•r • 
doea learn a ,re.at de.al from the acrtvener • I think Gardner may an 
too fnr in hia praiae of the narrator. Tho lavyer, like nll me·n, 
haa his limitations, and the critic aeema to overemphaaize his under-
standing of B.artleby and to credit him with too much knovled~e. 
Gardner's article branches off into appro.aches other than the aeathet ic, 
and, in order to maintain some semblance of order. I feel I can prove 
my contention concerning the lawyer's limitations only by contrasting 
his view with other approaches and critics in a later portion of my 
paper. 
Although the aesthetic approach is in ~eneral a vast improve-
ment over the biographical, it is still weak in many respects. 
Primarily, it still fails to demonstrate the universal scope of 
"Bartleby" and thus seriously and needlessly limits the story's meaning. 
John Gardner notes that the aesthetic approach is only "one level" on 
I 
which the story can be read, and even Leo Marx admits: "The walls are 
the controlling symbols of the story, and in fact it may be said that 
this is a parable of walls, the which hem in the meditative artist and 
for that matter every reflective man."39 Later Marx also states: "The 
fate of the artist is inseparable from that of all men."40 In this way, 
Marx points out the limitations of his own theory. If Bartleby does 
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ropr•••nt "ovor,, rot loct Svo un," thon on oxccto.1ton of tho lncor-
protat ion of lartlob, 11 ,rtt1t to Bart lob, •• Nn tn 1onoral woulit 
•• .. to bo II lo,-tcal 1to.,. In tho no•t aoctton of a, p11p·or, r vl l l 
dt•cuea tho poa11btltt1ct• of auch • vtov and nota tho o.xtont to 
vhtct, a broader npproach to the 1tory can enrich tta ••nin1. In 
add1t1on, I v111 atteapt to ansvor acae 1aport11nt quo•tion• rntaa·d 
by Gardner', article; apecifically these probtn,a vill be concerned 
vi.th precisely vhat kind of under1tandin1 the lavyer-n11rrator co,,ea 
to through his interactions vith Bartleby, also the extent of thia 
understanding; and finally I will attempt to discern the l11~er'a 
motivation to vrite the story. 
• 
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CflA Pfr.Jt ! 1 
A• I have dt•cue1etf earlier, the biottr•ohfcJ1l nntf neethettc 
,approachee tn "Bartleb•'' l11ck acope and 'nf 1 to uplnin m.nn1 ••oect1 
n, the story. ffavever, critics have or11<lunlly becOl!'e nvn""'e that 
these npproac-hes 11re tOC' nnrrov and h11ve aoupht to extend their 
interpretations by vievinR Bartleby as mnn in ,eneral, rather thnn 
aa a specific individual or type. The so-cioloric:al approach is the 
result of such an extension and is an esaentia1 step in eatQb]iehfnn 
11 cor.tprehensive understancfinR of the story. 
Althou~h this view is in J?enera] Rn improveJ!'ent over previf"us 
• 
:interpretations, some critics <ieMonstrate very little insirht when 
em~loyin~ it. Tyrus Hillway and RonRld MaRon nre two such critics. 
Hillway sup.pests that "Bartleby" is the story of R coura~eous 
scrivener who stubbornly but passively resists conformin('t to society's 
rules and asserts his individual freedOJTt. Bartleby, he feels, 
possesses a definite attractiveness and inspires pity in: the reader, 
rather than disgust. The lawyer,. on_ the p:ther hand, is a. strict-
'"Th--.--
----- -e 
- ' 
' 
personal advantage and who expresses di_sapproval of th:t$- man-of-war 
universe by simply withdrawing from it and preferrinp; to. take no par:t, 
in its activities- appears nothing l,~$-$, t:h-an a freal{ •.. -.,t IIillway con-
. -
J 
elude• that the narrator ,atu ••r, llttl• tut1ht nr nwarn••• 'r• 
hi1 r•latlonahto vtth 14rt lebJ ,and tlult ho S1 pt11t1lad b• tho 
1crivener'• actton•1 "The narrntor, tud,tn, S.rtleb, b' ht1 oun end• 
of "'oral•, raco,ntz•• that th• 1crtvenor •• not evf 1 and le p•11aJed 
vhich he only clinJ, tffacerna. Tn the end he cnn tin nn ~ore thnn 'eel 
aorry and vaiuely crushed by hi• ~r~ry o' the""" vho, .,iven the 
'reedmn of choice vithin the limit• o' human ~rtton, ~re'er~ed simply 
to choose nothin,."2 Similar~y, Ronnld H11aon 11lao vteva R11rtleby'• 
.c1ctiona na individunliatic anti hernic. The scrivener seeks tn ,festr«iv 
"the insidious webs th>1t the cor.tpl exity nF Society ,,as sninnin,. rnunri 
the individual ... 3 He feels that Bart]eby emerr.ea from his stru9111e . 
. 
victorious: ••vet somehow Bart leby emerPea from his own trac,edy 11s the 
victnr; he creates, but does not participate in, the spiritual dis-
turbance which has quickened the imar.in11tion of the mediocrities he 
4 encounters." The l11wyer, however, is 11v.ain one of the "mecf iocrities" 
that Bartleby encounters. 
AlthouP,h both of these critics' remarks are refreshin~ in that 
they ~o beyond the bioRraphical and aesthetic views, there clre some 
serious problems in what they say. Primarily, both views are weak in 
that they insist upon Bartleby as the rnain charRcter and the lawyer 
as an unperceptive business man or ''mediocrity." The lawyer, as John 
Gardner has pointed out, is at least as important to the story as is. 
Bartleby. It is he who brings us the story, his perceptions which 
characterize any and a.11 aspects of the scrivener. The first-person 
narration demands that we view the lawyer more closely than these 
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crtttc1 •r• vtlltn1 to do. fl . cond1y, KA90ft S1 att,htl:, •nr• ,.,. .. 
cepttve than tttllva1 when he •t l•11•t not•• 1nao ,rorr••• tnw11r! !IVJ1re-
n••• on the part of th• law,er: lart leb1 hA1 "quickened the 1Mt'1Mt 1ttn" 
of tho lnv,or. lut Haeon ,~tl• to ex1>11nd upon thta nolnt 'ull, eno.Jfth, 
Jtntt ve 111Ult lnok el1evhero ~or" n-ore aenaitfve vtev. 
Lt11ne ,:onun nnd David ~hu1te~An l're e"natder11b 1 ~ "'"re detnt letf 
in their eoctolo9.icat aporatanl of the atnry. Nonnnn feel1 th~t 
"B11rt leby" ta n ato~ vhtch DtJta the Americnn «imocrat ic exoertrent tr 
the teat. \11th the exceotinn nf ,a Fev y,ointa, ~huatennan 11rree1 with 
this interpretation, anrl, rather thnn reoeat certnin ~nterinl, I vill 
fi di i ,, ' 1 1 S con . ne mv sctiaa on to .,om11n a nrt c e • Norman does nnte the im-• 
portance of the lawyer's charar.ter in relntion to the story: "The 
reader is both participant and 1udre: that is, he finds hirnself' 
sympathizinR with the Lawyer, puttinr, himsel' in the Lawyer's pl.nee, 
and then, havin~ identified his interests and reactions with the Lawyer's, 
bein~ required to jud~e the Lawyer and, thus, himself."6 The lawyer 
represents the avera~e mAn of auth~rity in a democratic society. 
Bartleby, on the other hand, represents resistance, or the individual 
who stands forth to test the very principles of individualism and 
democracy on which the society is based. Because of the scrivener's 
actions, Norman then notes, bo.th the lawyer and the reader are placed 
in the unpleasant position of havin~ to discover .1ust what lengths thev 
are ''willing to go to f!Uarantee the free individuality of a person who 
has no contribution to make, who. presents nothing more than a promissory 
7 note, asking for his right to be his misanthropic self~" N.Qrnlan states 
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thitt altttOYth tha lav,or 11 At nn tw'lnr cri,o! "r ovon unktntl tt'V4rd 
B.Artlaby, ho •ell! '•fl•'" ,In ~ti thAt ho enn trr-i- tho 1crtvonor: "tt,o 
•• ft 
render f I P:'i,,aJo to r tnd the l..irv,or ~, l t SM tot, v•nt tn, tn htt~Antt,. 
atre•••• the aerioua ltmitntton• nf tho Jnvyer-n11rrntor. 
t 
Noman hna t11ken II atop forvnr~ in ronJtatnp the taport11nce nf 
the lavyer 'a ch11racter, but her nrt tc le 111 1ti 11 pln,ued vtth f'!ttn~· 
problems. Althouvh ahe irnnta the ln~er m«'re 11v11reneaa thnn previC\u& 
,,tevs ha\,e, her estimation of his l 1"'11 tnt it'na is tntn 1 J y unncceptnb 1 e. 
The lnvver 1 s rf ef 1 nit el v a ffllln of 11 Mi terl understnnrf inR ( :111 ""en ., re) • 
• • 
bt1t lfonnan ~ives hin ft1r too litt1e credit. The wenkneas in tl1ia 
interoretation stems from two basic points. First, t:nnnan "1111s to 
note a definite chan~e in the l~wyer's charRcter. The 1Awyer, ~d-
mittedly, was originally an unthinkinJ? "safe rr1an," a meMber of T.'aJ 1 
Street society. However, his relntionship with B~rtleby has alter.erl 
him significantly, so much so that he decides to relate the scrivener's 
story to others, and he does so in an artistic manner, somethin~ n 
practical, utilitarian man would not have found time for. In arldition, 
the lawyer, in his creation of the story, has become a hiphly conscious 
artist, and he sees throu~h much of the emptiness of his former life. 
As I have pointed out previously, the lawyer's style shows definite 
evidence of self-parody. However, Norman, taking the lawyer at face 
value, fails to note his self-mockery and thus fails to give him 
proper credit: . 
[The lawyer] is a minor fi~ure, snugly entrenched 
in the values of vested interest. He is a "safe 
man," one who believes that "the easiest way of 
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1 t 'o t1 th• b•at, 0 11 Mn nntod , or ht1 •1pn1ffonc•" 
11nd hi• "•otho,:f." fft• aA"trnblo tt1actdtt1 oxtat1 
!n dotnult "' ht• 1nctn! cttn•r.tonco. Ho ex1t1!1tn• 
t tint "t 1• l,I NI l nae "'" t onr,or: auac h nor• •• l i~ . ' 
tndul~• ln dantternue f nti iPMt f-,n nt vrnnft• 11nd 
outre,ee ...... Helvt1le f!'ently f!tnck• the 
Lawyer, vho eny1 that John Jncnb Aetor hll• ''n 
nae vhtch, I nd•it, I lnvc to reoe11t: fnr it 
hath II rnunded and nrbicu111r aNJnd tn it, nntl 
rin,e like ianto bull 1on." Af"ter the fflllJlniloquence 
of the first part of this eentence, the l.11vyer'1 
choice of bullion, na the rtn~ of truth, reveals 
that hia v11 luea are thorot1rh ly t:ntFn»ercial. • • • 
,rlhat the Lavyer likes abnut Astor, hia one-time 
occasional employer, is the money-like sound 
of his name: the tvo men, one d:arinR and 11d-
ventureaor1e, the other safe and prudent, 11re 
linked in their love of profit. The reader, 
vho is not unwillin~ to share the La~er'a 
affection and admiration For a fi~ure of nearly 
mythic stature, cannot apnrove the Rreed ex-
pressed in the bullion metaphor.9 
A second imnortant weakness in Norman's theorv is her discussion nf 
Bnrtleby's desire for absolute individuality and freedom nnrl her 
assertion th.cit the lawyer fails the scrivener in some way in relation 
to these desires. But the lawyer does not fail Bartleby in this case: 
he does all he possibly can for the scrivener. As I have noted at 
various points previously, the lawyer's offer of help is sincere and 
entails anything Bartleby may desire. Miss Norman notes this offer 
as well, but she fails to understand its si~nificance: 
It is important that Bartleby be seen not as 
a saint, in which case both he and the Lawyer 
would be unrepresentative, but as a balky, un-
cooperative mortal. It is for this reason that 
there is a curious and somewhat comical con-
versation, in which the Lawyer tries to suggest 
various kinds of employment and Bartleby refuses 
them all, although he maintains that he is not 
particular. The fact that he will not accept 
help and suggestions does not invalidate his 
right to choose and prefer. It is a fact of 
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1octotJ th.flt tht-.1@ who"'" 1011 04tu,al th•n 
othor1 .. , retu1a tho holp of tho aoro 
tc,rtunat•, thou,t, tho lnttor 1c~reet, ovor 
under1tand their noe1t '" do '"· 10 
tn~oed, the lovyer ""' not undor1t11nd ftart laby • • ro't1111l, bi,t ho 
sonae that he muat nnt dn r,,nro. For 1" 811rt l oby t rtt 1 v ,~e•f r•• 
' ' 
absolute freetfom, the lnvyer cnnnnt f nf'ce hta nid ur,on him. To ~n 
80 voul,f infrinRe upon the ritthta of the srrtvoner vhich 'Sor"'An finis 
90 valuable. Thua, even in Normnn'a r,nntext, the l~V\fer cnn nnt be 
found "want inR in humanity." He does 119 mt1ch as is ooaa ib 1 e nnrl 
should be looked upon na a praiseworthy in,1 ividual. It must be 
emohasized that if the lawyer, v·ith his villinpness tc, st1crifice, 
is found wantin~, then all men must be deemed so. 
Thus Norman, while emphasizinr, the importance of. the lRwyer, 
fails to show how perceptive he really is. John Bernstein, however, 
takes up where Norman leaves off. Re employs the sociolo~icRl approach 
and feels that the story is about the despAir anrl emptiness of life 
in a commercialized society. Bernstein is unsure whether Rartle~y 
passively resists such a society's rlemands, as Norman feels, or whether 
the scrivener merely Rives up and resi~ns himself to rleath and despair. 
Either way, Bernstein stresses, Bartleby's actions have ?rofound effect 
upon the lawyer and cause a great change in his personality. The story, 
then, is "concerned with the gradual growth and understandino: on the 
part of the narrator as a result of his exposure to Bartleby and the 
latter's passive resistance."11 Bernstein feels that the lawyer, throu?,h. 
his interactions with Bartleby, moves from a state of absolute selfishness 
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~, tho hUD4n cnndttton: 
Tho centrnl iron:, of the tale 1• thnt 111.-
thourh tho paeaivet roat1t11nce prnct teed b" 
R1rtleb• dooa not eave hi• frOffl death nnd ¥ 
doer,erntton, tha e,x-pnaure on the part nf the 
lawyer to thta ph11oannhy eventunllv tends tc, 
hie eal vat ion. Aa va hnve seen, the n11rr11t<'.'r 
ukna it clenr that the onlv rena"n he 1nitt~llv 
• 
tolerntea Bnrtleby nnd eventun11, aymp.nthizea 
vtth him ia becnuse o' the type ""f resistance 
RartlebY offers. As n result of hia svmn~thv ' 
. for Bllrtleby, the lawyer otJtP.rova his initial 
position of callousness nnd lnrk "' concern 
for his fellows an<l comes to reAlize that no 
man is 11n iel11nd, thnt to be h11n11n means to be 
involved vith the ht1m11n situntion. The final 
vords of the t111e, "Ah, Bartl eby! Ah, humanity!", 
indicate to the reAder that not onlv is Rartlebv 
~· # 
representative of mankin<i, but that the lawyer 
has matured in understandin~ anri has, throu~h 
his relationship with Bartl~by, achieved a true 
perspective of man's fate.I~ 
1~~ile it is RratifyinR to see that someone has noted the lawyer's 
better qualities, one must still be skeptical of Bernstein's conclusion. 
As with John Gardner's interpretation, a critic who also feels thRt 
the story can be viewed sociolo~ically, Bernstein's view 2rants the 
13 lawyer too much insight. The narrator never completely understands 
Bartleby, and he never ~ains the scrivener's ultimate view nf the 
condition of mankind. Although he does change radically, he does not 
change to the extent that these critics state. It is at this point that 
the lawyer's limitations come into play. There are various reasons why 
we must view the narrator's awareness as being limited in nature. First 
of all, the lawyer's initial purpose in writing the s.tory shows his in-
complete understand~ng. Although he has come a long way f·rom the selfish, 
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... ,.,. •nn" ho nnco 1141, hot• 1t!ll pu11led hy tho •crtvonar'• 
'" 
llcttona 11nd •••k• clnrtf tcnttnn of ht• ••,orionc• V'tth ttart loby b" 
renrdertnR tho o-ccurrencoe ln ht• nw 11tnd. Tho '•ct th!lt tn hta 
openinft l1e c•l. le Bart leb, ••a 1crtvener • the atran,reat I c,vor •nv nr 
heard ott• (p. 91) vould ••• to reenforce thi1 point. Bnrt leby 1• 
"oae of tt,oae beinR• abnut vhom noth1ntt ia nacertaiMble, excent 
from the oriRinal aourcea," (p. 91) and the lawyer intends tC' ~o over 
these sources very carefully in his story in nn atternnt to further 
understand the scrivener. 
Rut this point alone does not prove the limit~ti~ns or the 
lawyer's unrlerstandinr. l~e may succeed in his purnose and cof"e to 
comolete nwareness throu~h a careful retellin~ of all the detRils • 
of the relationship. In fact, it can ano sl1ould be maintnined that 
the lawyer chan~es in a second and more subtle way RS he pro,ceeds 
to tell the story. "Tack B. Moore states that "Bartleby" is related 
by "a narrator who is at the beRinnin~ of his tale withdrawn anc 
unenlightened, and who proceeds throur,h recounting the experience of 
a seeming monomaniac to a stance of some increased knowledP-e of the 
14 
world." As the lawyer goes over and records his experiences, his 
insight becomes sharper and he understands Bartleby even further. But 
Moore makes an important point: the lawyer achieves only "a stance 
/ 
of some increased knowledge"; that is, he gains only partial insipht 
and does not understand Bartleby or his position completely. It must 
be stressed that the lawyer never fully understands Bartleby's actions, 
for if he were to see, as the scrivener has, the utter futility and 
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nntf pror or to do not ht n•. Titua, tho vor, 'net thnt tho J 11v,,or t,n• 
vrlttcm tho 1tor, daann1tratct• a tftecroi,ancy betvoen ht• u~i•r•t"n{ttnr 
of 8.Artl•b••• vi1ton 11n,t tho 1crfvcrnar'• vt•ion ttaetr. One more point 1 
ehnuld be andc before ,atn1 on. It "t~ht be aesuned thnt the 1.,~er 
anina Cffllplete nvnreneae •• he c lo1e1 the ator~. ffia •tntement, 0 Ah. 
Bartlebyl Ah, htnannityl" (p. 111) mic,ht demonatrnte II f1nnl under-
atnnd inp of the menninP. leaeneas of l 1 re, and thus the end of the a tor,, 
vould coincide vith his cessation of all action and l1is movement t" 
11 811rtleby-like state. However, I don't feel that this is the case. 
The very care vith which the lnvyer has created hie t11le would seem 
to belie his ability to fully understand the utter chaos of an empty 
universe. The problem arises now, hnwever, o~ discoverinp precisely 
how limited the narrator is; that is, or discernin~ exactly how close 
the lawyer does come to fully understandinR the scrivener. 
But in order to solve this problem it is necessary to move on 
to another approach. While the sociolop,ical approach a<lvances many 
sound ideas about "Bartleby," it is weak in one extremely important 
area: it fails to supply adequate motivation for the scrivener's 
actions. Critics claim that Bartleby reacts against or tests society, 
but they give no clear-cut reason why he does so. Without such 
motivation, we cannot understand the scrivener and, in turn, cannot 
-----------··------r-,- ,--
discover the extent to which the lawyer understands him. The existential 
approach seeks to cope with these problems by extending the sociolo~ical 
/. 
view. In this approach, Bartleby rebels not merely against a meaningless 
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•Rr•• tliat 811rtloby•1 profaronco1 11tett. troe -ii r-o~lt1attm thAt tho 
untverao le •••ntaRlo11 and 1ndtftoront. lnrtloby 1taply pretor1 
not to parttctpnte 1n an envtroruaont in vt11ch •11 net ion 11 vtthout 
i 
pur·poae. ~!er lin Boven nnd MAt1rice Friedann, vho reproaent this viev, 
are explicit 1.n tl1eir interpretntiont1 nf the ecr1v~nflr'R vision. 
Boven states that Bartleby'a sufferinr atem.a 0 fr0tn no 'innate and 
incurable disorder' of the mind but froc lonR contemplation o' a 
15 pointless existence in a meaninileas universe." AccordinP. to Boven, 
the scrivener, in his "de.ad-wnl l reveries," searches ''the blank. for 
16 
some hint of meaning." It is equally possible, however, that Bartleby, 
realizinp the futility of searching or even thinking in an empty uni-
verse, simply stares at the wall in an attempt to cease all motion and 
thought. Similarly, Maurice Friedman views Bartleby as an alienated 
man, completely estranged from humanity: "Bartleby is a Modern Exile. 
He does not merely represent that exile of man from paradise which 
has characterized the human condition from earliest times. He also 
represents that special intensification of exile that arises from the 
'death of G-d' and the alienation of modern man. The 'death of G-d,' 
as that phrase has been used from Nietzsche down, is not a statement 
17 about G-d but about man's alienation itself." Friedman goes on to 
say that Bartleby 's plight is represent-ative of "the crisis that comes 
when man no longer knows what it means to be human and becomes aware 
that he does not know this. This is not just a question of the 
relativization of 'values' and the absence of universally accepted 
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eoroa. rt ta tho nbaone• ot an tna,o of •untn,'ul huun oxt1t•nc•." 
Th• !aportant thtn1 to noto tn hoth nt th••• ro.ndtn-.1 t1 8nrt1ob•'• 
r11tton.ltt,. a,,!'h••l••• the acrtvene.-'• l!lnfty, 1tnttn1t that 
be dnee not •u''•r frtWD an, nenta1 dtaorder1, 11ntf Frtedun ,t .. ••••• 
B11rtleby'• underetandtn, vhen he etnt•• thnt he 111 11V11re n'" the l«'•• 
nf k.nnvinp vhat 1 t ie to be h11sn.1n. R~rtloby'a ncti~n• 1h~•1ld not be 
• 
11ttrf.buted to inannitv. To rfo 10 voult! he to reduce the at,.,ry tn a • 
trivial paycholoRical caae-atudy. Bartleby must be viewed ae 11 
r11tional man facinP. 11n absurd, irrational universe. 
AlthottJ?h most critics ap,ree 11bout Bartleby'a vfev of the universe, 
there is much controversy concernin" how ~uch the la~er actunlly 
learns fr0"1 the scrivener. Appraisal of the lAwyer's awareness r11ns 
the full spectrum: some critics view hf.Jn as a vapid, coromerci11lized 
individual while others see him as an understandinv and cor.passionate 
hu~an bein~. As an example of the fo~er view, Merlin Bowen feels that 
the lawyer pains very little insight from his experiences with Bartleby. 
He states that Bartleby's "easy-goinr. ernpJoyer, the story's narrator, 
19 fails to 2uess" the si~nificance of the scrivener's actions. On the 
other hand, Johii Hagopian, Jack Moore, and Richard Abcarian all feel 
t.hat Bartleby- :has i-r:ti:t.fa·t.ed the lawyer 1._rito a state of complete awareness • . .. 
llagopian s:ta.te.·s that the lawyer, shaken. t=o: ;t;he depths:, ~'tries t,o compose 
,himself: ~~~- t.o. t:ell calmly and clea_rly about the most p.r.ofourid exper!en.c:e: 
of. J1.£s:_ ·_1_1f·e:,·: .h:is: encounter ·with the 'pallidly neat, pitiably respectable.:,-
:J,.n_curc:1:h:ly f:orlo·rn' creature wh:o exasperated him, aroused hi$ pity, drove·: 
:him' t::(): :d,;:tstraction, infuriated. him, and finally initiated him to the 
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brotherhood or thoH who know tha aad trvth about th• htrJtllD con• 
cUtion. "20 ~hdlArly, Hooro 1tnto1 th11t "tho urrotor, in tht pnatludo, 
con•clnu•l1 recomi••• th• DCt.nntn,,,,t 1, non••n•lc:111 net lart lob, 
paaetvel• cNOtt1. "21 Ftaall• RichArd ~bcnrtan aleo etr••••·• tho 
. ~ ~ 
18V)'er'• full avaren•••• ff• atnt•• that the narrator'• ftMl vnrd1, 
"Ah, Bartlebyf Ah, huaanit:,t••, convey ht• ".,rofnund rovelntton th11t 
the ,,ntverae ta indifferent t<' the exnnlar• piety 11nd -,f'ffrtfvill vith 
vhir.h he tries to penetrate Bnrtleb~'a tanl11tion nnd thnt his ultir-11te 
'>2 failure atanda 11a a paradiP.1" for all humnn relatinnshina. 0 -
Hnvever, aa I have alrea<iy partially demc,natrated, both o' theee 
views are unacceutable. While Bowen's outlook is too nirPAr,,tly, 
Hat!opian's, ~foore's, anct Abcnrian's are all fnr too penerous. Clearl~, 
then, there is a need for a more moderate view, nnd Danforth Ross 
provides such a readin~. Ross feels that the lawyer learns nuch from 
the scrivener, but that even at best his insiRht into the hu~an con-
dition is only partial: 
: ( .• 
The complacency of the lawyer has been at least 
temporarily shaken. And this is the point of 
irony, the unexpected discovery by the lawyer 
of his own hollowness. He has been mane grop-
inP,ly aware that he is spiritt1al ly dead him-
self, that he stares out at the same blank 
walls that confront Bartleby, that he must 
choose between his own no-life and spiritual 
life. And yet his no-life is so much the life 
of the envelopin~ cormnunity that the choice 
is not really clear to him. He can only cry, 
''Ah Bartleby ! Ah humanity r " He is a hollow 
man with partial insight, not-Conrad's Kurtz, 
not Tolstoy's Ivan Ilyich. But. like them, 
he. has been made existentially.aware of the 
11caed for choice. 23 
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Althou1h I01a'1 uaertlnn S1 t•pc,rtant, lt t• too brief. 
ffONwer, Noraan Sprtn1•r nnd K,in~110, Utd11er auoport •Inf !ar thonrt•• 
which add 9Uch to th• conc•pt ot th• lav,er'• p•rttal av11r•n•••• 
Sprinp,or fool• that th• 1,ruyer tfo•• '"in" dettntte kind of •••r•n••• 
frm R.nrtlob,. but thnt it ta extrtHeol~ 1latted: 
The pJeaaure, then, vhtch vc take in 
"Bnrtlehv'' 111 cnntro! lecl bv rn,r ~rntfunl - . 
recotrnition of the aurr,ria1n~lv lnrPe 
' limitntiona of the lnvver-nnrrntor (11m1ta-• 
tiona of vhich h~ himBel' is ~nlv onrtinll• . . 
. 
m,nrc, thou<"h he is n rvtn o' s01:2e 11t11ture 
nnd inRiRht). These li~itntinna nre re-
vealed to us in the C('urse nf the extended 
effort which he nnkes to ,tes~ribe - in 
<"rrfer to c~e to terms with, :ind to locate 
in some cate~orv - the strnn~e exr,erience he h11a with the· enipmatic Bnrtlebv.24 
Re feels that the lRVyer's practic11lity prevents him Fr.OM under-
atancfinp Bartleby completely, and he notes that it is up to the 
reacier to examine the lawyer's perceptions and see beyond them. 
Springer wisely points out that the lawyer's sensibleness "saves" 
him as well as causes him to fail in his relationship with Bartleby: 
• 
"The very strangeness of Bartleby acts as a restraint on his 
employer's legitimate practical demands. 1125 Thus, the nar.ra.tor ~]:J: 
professional position and cormnon sense act as restraints. whi.ch ·-pre-
vent him from seein~ as clearly as Bartleby does the meaninr.lessness 
of: the un·iv_erse. In this way he is prevented from becominR another 
B.ar:tleby.. Widmer '',s.· ,ri.ew of "Bartleby" is ~intilnt· in that ·he aiso 
f,ee-.1.~- that the lawyer. ultimately, :f):1:lls the sc!'ti.vener bec~u.·s:e ·of hi:S 
inadequate view of life: "What M·~!ville. presents ••• i_s. the rr1eta-
physical inadequacy of the 1,ibe.r·a/1 .. r:::itionalist. All the civilized 
., 
tfecency or th• narrator tail• to adoquetely confront lllrtl•by, .,ad 
tht1 Indict• tho bo•t trn,tttton1 "' tJOral roa•oa•bloaeu. in H•J-
26 
v111•'• ttae anti in oura. •• 
Rut both Sprtn,er and Vtdaor have ,one ••tray vith ro•p•ct 
to the lawyer'• failure. Althou,h it must be 1rnnted that he doe• 
fnil, since he doea not y,revent Bnrtleb:,'1 duth, hia failtare dnee 
not atem 'ron any kind nf phtloaophicAl outlook, vhether pr11c,matic 
aa SprinP,er aur.v.eata or libernl rnt1nna11at na Uidmer doea. The 
l11vyer is limited 11nd he fails becauae of hia l imitntiona • but he 
ia limited as all men 11re. Anti 1' he fails, it ta becataae Mel\•ille 
has demonstrated that 1111 men must 'nil, no m11tter whnt their 
nhil!'sophy. The lawyer, with all his weaknesses, is still the best 
example that humanity has to offer. 
Perhaps I can clarify this ?Oint by returnin~ for a ~orent to 
Rose's article. tn his discussion, Ross emphasizes that the l~wyer 
is unlike Conrad's Kurtz because the ~ormer has achieved only 
partial awareness of his hollowness. Ross is correct. But I would 
like to sug~est another and, I feel, closer comparison, that of the 
.lawyer and Marlow in "Heart of Darkness." Both Marlow and the l~wyer 
have. encountered men who have seen their ultimate emptiness and ha\,e 
'-h-.~~n destroyed by th~ v!s_:l.t;n. And, .throt1gh their enco.u.nt'ers, both me:?n 
:f .. e:el ·that they t(lP· now :h:a:,,.e :an und~rst:·a.nd·in,z .o:f . .:t:he meaning.less:ness 
.o:f·· the universe. But ;.t' :pr.:ob·teIP.- th,n a.rises. Wll:Y do these two sur-
1,:ive when Bartle by and iKur·t.z· are destroyed? 'The answer, I feel, lies 
in the. ma.Mer in which ea.ch: man gains his un,derstanding. Marlow 
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aurvlv•• btc.ou1e h• haa vlc•rtou•l:, ••l"Or,tcmeod ht• hollown•••: ho 
·'•,. 
••o• lt tltrou,th Kurta '• aporlonco. On tho oth•r bond, Kurt• t• 
deatroyed b•cau•• ho ha• oxportonced ht• hollovn••• dtrectl,. 
S1ef1•r11, BllrtlobJ h•• h•d dtroct contront•tton vlth the Gllptfn••• 
of the univeree, vhtle the lnv:,er ha• only et.Xl)erienced it throurh 
Rartleby. With thta in mind, tt1e 1tor,'• poatacript ta.ke• c,n 11 
P.rent deal of a1ttn1f1cnnce: 
The report vaa thie: thnt Rartleby had been 
a subordinate clerk in the De.nd Letter Office 
at WaahinRton, from which he hnd been su~1denl~ 
removed by a cha.nae in the administration. 
\,'hen I think over this rumor, hardly can I ex-
press the emotions which seize me. DeAd Letters! 
does it not sound like de · _,nen? Conceive a 
man by nature and misfort prone to a pallid 
hopelessness, can any bus ness seem more fitted 
to heiRhten it than that of continually handlinr. 
these dead letters, and assortin~ them for the / flames? For by the cart-load they are annually 
burned. Sometimes from out the folded paper 
the pale clerk takes a ring - the finger it 
was meant for, perhaps, moulders in the grave; 
a bank-note sent in swiftest charity -- he 
whom it would relieve, nor eats nor hungers 
any more; pardon for those who died despairing; 
hope for those who died unhoping; good tidin~s 
for those who died stifled by unrelieved 
calamities. On errands of life, these letters 
speed to death. (p. 131) 
This one piece of information concerning Bartleby's past, his em-
ployment as a Dead Letter Office clerk, is symbolic of his direct 
confrontation with futility and meaninglessness, and the lawyer's 
lack of such experience constitutes the· reason for his survival. 
Thus, although the lawyer empathizes with Bartleby and believes 
that he has had the same vision as the scrivener, his understanding 
is far different because of a lack of direct experience. But, still, 
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' 
ne ho1 ,aa, ••tar•• 11n• •n c.an vfthNJt doatrc,,-tat- ht,-••l'• The ' 
. 
Accord1np to Melville, tt vool:r! , • .,. rhnt r.,an •••t 1tthor fn!l 1hnrt 
or comp) eta underatnndtna or be ,a 1 t i"llto 1-, ~teat rc,va,d bv the knttv-
ledP.• he iaina. Th\18 "8artleb1'1 appo11r• to POint out the trartc 
poeaibility that aurvival and avartm••• nre contradictory ter111a. 
Closely allied to the exiatentfnl appro11ch ie the met11ohyaicnl 
viev. Just as each auccesaive cnteRor, or npproach monti~ned thua 
far hAa been proRreasively more universal in acnpe, the metnphyaicql 
approach is an out,trowth of the existential nnd ia perhnpa the 
broadest ap!)roach that has been taken to the story. Critics sup-
porting this view are still concerned with the meanin~ of existence, 
but they tend to see the characters in the storv as representin~ 
more than men. Herbert Smith's article ·~telville's Master in 
Chancery" is an excellent introduction to this interpretation. Smith 
fe.els that the lawyer's position as a map,istrate provides a solid 
framework fo:r· an alle~orical readine of the story: 
~·• 
t:t ··is the narrator who is the ordering force, 
the regal or possibly even divine power who 
rules over the so various dispositions of his 
employees - Turkey, Nippers, and Ginger Nut -
and creates a functional societ_y from their 
disparate parts. The possibilities of this 
metaphor in terms of readinRS for the story 
are endless: the narrator may be G-d, Pilate 
or the King; the office group mankind, the Jews 
at the time of Christ or society in generrl; 
BartleJiy enquiring man, the historic Christ 
or the unsatisfied artist in society. One 
need only substitut~ a new foundation, and· off 
we go into a.new allegory.27 
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rich to nnbte.utt,, 11nJ • thu•, ro11tbt l tt,), vo fflilt noto tttJtt tho 
ro1t r 1ct ton• vo hn,•o plllco:tf on tho et""'" roncer,ntnr tho l ~·v,,er • • 
11v11rena1a def tn1tel, 1 tait the d 1 f rorent po11tb to •1f m1nd11t tnn1•• th,11t 
the cr!ttc apeDka of. Dtat perhnp1 it vould be batter to cite tha 
thenrie1 of nther crittca vho a lao mplo,r the metnpl1y1tc.,l ':•iev 
before diacuaainst the approach'& vnlidity in stcnernl. 
ttarold Kllplan also vieva the story In the metaT>hyaic11I-nlle-
1orical context. Re sees Bartlebv's position as thAt of ~nn 
strupnlinJ? to understand the wnrkin<?S or the universe. As with Vere 
in "Billy Budd," the lawyer in "Bartleby" is a sort o'" s11rroc-11te G-<f. 
Rartleby is the man in rebellion, similnr to Ahab but so""'ewh11t .-,<'re 
subdued. l-Thile Ahab cries, "I'd strike the sun if it insulted ~e," 
Bartleby merely states, "I would pref er not to.'' A lthouC?h weak, 
Bartleby's rebellion increAses the di~nity of m~nkind. Kanlon feels, 
in addition, that the scrivener's refusal to read may indic~te that 
the world's documents are meaningless. Thus, in this readin~, 
Bartleby's refusals show that he will not bow to any power. If he 
is not granted equality, he is willin~ to give his life in denial or 
28 defiance of the controlling force. 
Richard Harter Fogle has a very similar view of the story. 
He feels that the narrator represents G-d and that Turkey and Nippers 
are normal men whom G-d can control. There is an accepted convention 
between these men and their employer. Bartleby, however, is an 
extremist, an absolutist searching for answers. He is of a much 
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ht1hor caltbor than tho other oeplo,o••• nnd tho l11v,or Sa, At 
foc,1• that Bartleby de1111nd• much more th.nn the 11vor11io un: he v4nt1 
underatandtni. knovled1a, porhapa c,vcn II pnrtner1hif, in tho untvor10. 
Uhen the scrivener doe• not receive such paraont, he rebel• by ro-
fuainR to continue hia vnrk. Fop,le 4110 atres1ee that the 1tory 11 
heavily colored vith the theme of "predeatined voe,•• that there ta 
absolutely nothin,t that can be done to prevent Bartleby'a destruction: 
"The scrivener has been perverted before tl1e story opens; the narrntor-
C,-d perhaps unvittingly assists in his undoinR; and hia later well-
intentioned efforts to rescue Bartleby are so futile as to be merely 
ironic. The slow, regular, repetitive movement of the story is the 
heavy tread of predestined woe, in a blendin~ of meanin"' w·ith 
structure." 
29 
Finally, John Gardner also views the story on the metaphysical 
plane. The lawyer again represents G-d, but Gardner feels that the 
story is concerned with the deity's reluctant change from the 
legalistic, tribal G-d of the Old Testament to the G-d of love and 
justice in the New Testament. Bartleby, then, is Christ, but he 
is not the son of G-d. Instead, he is a nightmare creature who 
drives G-d into self-awareness: 
The speaker here is G-d, the story that of his 
reluctant change from the legalistic, tribal 
deity of the Old Testament to the G-d of Love 
and Justice in the New Testament. As Melville 
treats the material, Christ is not a son of 
G-d but (as the Old Testament Jehovah sees him) 
an "incubus," thus not a revelation sent by 
G-d to man but rather a nightmare who drives 
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O•d tnto 1elf•k111111lad1• <••, on the l.St•r•l 
l"ol, lllr't lab, drlv•• the law,or to ••lr .. 
knowlod,o). lo 
Vhfl• r don't dctn' that "l11rtleb1" cJ1n be re.11d nn th• ••t•-
ph11tcnl lovol, I fool that th!• nporonch t1 •n11ovfuat ve~k•r thnn 
the prevtoua extatentt,al •,tcrw. A• t 1tnted earlier,•°"• rendtntt•, 
auch •• the blorraphtcal nnd the •••thet!c, are not exteneive 
enouth nnd thu• limit the atnry'• r,e.11nint ••rioualy. In addition, 
it ahnuld be stated th11t aor-ae interpret.ationa mnv be veak in the 
01)poaite respect; that ia, tl1ey MY st retch the f ramevr1rk or the 
story beyond believable bounds, thus deatroyinp, the work's 
effectiveneas. John Gardner's metaphysical interpretation ap~eara 
to suffer from such a problem. Aa we have already noted, the lawyer, 
no matter what position he assumes in the alle~orical framework, 
should be viewed as a beinR of limited understandinJ?. It is 
altoRether inconsistent with the facts in the storv to view the lawyer 
as an all-powerful, all-knowing G-d. Granted, Bartleby forces the 
lawyer toward self-knowledRe, but he does not brin~ him into it 
completely. Thus Gardner goes too far when he assumes that the 
lawyer is some type of omniscient fip,ure. 
In relation to this, both Kaplan and Fogl'e hav.e interestin~-
::po·±nt:·s,.. Althou~h ·b-oth critics view the lawyer as G-d, they also 
The Lawver-G'-d 
,. . . 
·.f·ail·s to fully' 'Understand B.a.rtleby' s ·actions ap.d is ultimately unabt~ 
to p·r,_event the. sc:rivener' s destruction. Thus, it ·seems·· that Melvi!~le- -
h.as :portrayed, a: G-d ·who is. 11c,t master of ·the universe: b·ut a being ver,y 
tnt.tch- confu.s.~4 by the chaotic actions .going on around him. :This S'eems 
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to bo" 110ro vSabto 1pprotch, 11nd tt c11n bo ro.ntt tn Cf'n1uncttnn 
vtth the ui•t•nt ta I vtev. r.-.:t, •• ~11pl.11n and Pop lo vtov ht-,. t1 
cortatnly l••• than oant•ct•nt, and perh11pa tlolv1 I le intended tn 
deetroy the en,th nf the al t-povor',11 ruler of the tJn1var••• thu• 
lenvtng ~,n to ponder the r.,enntn, nc existence nn hia avn. 
In aenernl, then, the three vieva diacuaeed in thia chapter 
serve to brinr out P,r11dt1A 1 ly the 1aoortnnce oF the lavver '1 chnr-
acter in his relationship with the scrivener. I hnve att~pted 
to rlem~nstrate that, althouoh the narr~tor Jncks comolete avnre-
nesa, he is far from the petty and b11se individu11l !11\&ny critics 
have mnde him out to be. Usint this thesis as a b!lck~roun,1, T 
will treat the remaininsr Apnroaches to the story in my e1nal 
chApter in an attempt to see if subsenuent views can add anythinc 
of sisrnificance. I will be especi~lly concerned with the efFect of 
the story's overall tone ~nd will attempt to niscern whether ~r not 
the work contains any kind of affirmation. 
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CNAPT f.Jt 111 
Tbe Rel!4ttabe-H,thlc, Payrhnlo,lcal. and 
ltruct11r• l-St1 li•t tc Approaache• 
.Cone 11.aatnn 
• 
One mn1or approach to "Rartleb~" that 1• very 1tn,il11r t" the 
previously rt1entioned f'.'etnphyaical viev is the re11sr1otJA-mythic 
approach. Althouah this viev is pr1mArilv cnncerned vith the 
' . 
Christian allepory, ~ne critic, ~1y R. Browne, seeks to viev the 
' 
story in II more 9eneralized m~thic context. Browne atre11sea that 
the r,,ytholop,ic11l Aspects of the story have been comr,letely iRnored: 
"Another aspect of the story has been virtually iJmored: here, as 
in his works in general, Melville uses mytholoC?y and folk.lore to 
develop his meanin~, and study of these aspects is necessary for a 
full understandin~ of the story." 1 Re feels that even the minor 
:characters are steeped in myth: "Such kinds of names are aJso ~ol.k-· 
loristic and mythological. Melville 11rPes the reader to associate 
2 Turkey al)·d }Tippers with myth and folklore." The lawyer, however, is 
supposedly a rather obt~se individual who understands very little of 
:what is_ .-!?.O:in~f :on: :~ib.out htnr. .ThE! story· its:el_:f i'.$. ·"a· ·,tr:1.trt~.Y :·i.t-on:ic 
:· 3 
stud:y of- C who w!+t h.~.- s·:ave(f must :first be.: lost·.·" · :Bart.leb:y i~ ·sµpJ?·o·s:ed-·ly 
,a J1ero-savi·or· wh·c,:. :ts: aware that "the :time fo--r~ h'.is· ·Pass·fon, entOirt·brnent-,. 
and resurrection is upon him. 114 TI,.us, he calmly succumbs to deathl 
-· 
r••l!atn, that h• vlll Inter b• reaurroct...t. llrw fNII that 
the "a.•t•crtpt !• daftntt• nrt\Ot nf lore leb,'• ablltt1 ta trtu.•ph 
d•ath once: he ha• aurviveJ the Dend l,.etter o(t1c•, vhtch Hol,•111• 
ea,1, sound• like 'de•d "9n,' where the hn.,.a or man vere bt1rted, 
betn~ '11nnu111 ly b11med' by the 'cnrt lnnd.' Sf nee Bnrt J eby f• re-
l enaeci f'ron this •death•' is t riumy,hnnt, ve hnve II at ren~thenin, 
t,5 symbol o' hia beintt Christ or tl1e Sflvior. 
Browne's interpretation is perhapa one o' the veakeat tn be 
found amone "Rartleby" criticism. It ia II cnmpletely pre1ur!iced nnd 
superficial readin~ of the story. First ~fall, vhile nnmittin~ 
that "the rnost searchinv. and revealin~ ••• criticism • • • has 
6 
· centered on the story as a vork of 11rt," ~rowne fails to rive its 
fictional author, the lawyer, any credit For compassion or under-
• 
standin~. If the story is a work of art, then it is hardly possible 
that it has been created by an unthinkinR individual. Even ~ore 
important than this discrepancy, however, is Browne's d·isret?ard for 
facts and inability to draw even relatively simple conclusions con-
cernin~ the story.. The critic bases his argument concerning Bartleb)r:';··S 
resurr.ec:ti:Oil.·: on thr.¢~· poin.ts, :all of which are extremely weak. 
First, :he: ¢1aims that the ·S·c··r:l.vener doe$ not stare forlornly ~t 
th·e walls in :his. dead-wall reveries, b.ut th·at. he is, ·instead, in 
·o·;frect contact with the light c;,f h·e~ven. .:The· rea·son that the ·readEfr 
doesn't see this point inunediately, Brown·e asserts~ i-s l>E!cause it 
slips by ·the unaware lawyer-narrator: 
''ill, 
But the unobservant lawyer· :s~arcely feels called 
upon to conune11t. :.on the' :r·eal,J.:y significant as-
4;7 
c,iact of thi1 •.tfov, th11r, "n I t,ht cnr.o dtlllffl ''""' 
far 11bcwo, botwon rva 1n't, b1ttt.!··•tn,1. ill 'rr:,,-. 
• \Jar¥ efl.l l l OPontn, tn " ,~•••" ("'' t t11 l 1c1) 
( llrttlfflo • • J. ffi• •"1bt;ft8f!' 11 o:x·el tclt i tho !11v.or 
t11il1 to notice cht1 rroa, Jft1Jht 11nd th•rotaro hn1 
no hc,po of COl'l!llffl!Cllt inn vi th he.nvon: bast ll11rt lobJ 
t,a111 nvor ht,- tho dmo o' han,•on, 11nd 1111 vo 11h11! I 
•••• vlavinp, tt boccecta • r.onnt10ntn vtth ht11. 
The parnl lel here vtth the f 11ct th.at in 
mytholort1cn1 stortea l1e11van ncknrlo·d,ea the 
pra•ence nf the hero 1• obvious. 
Tvo thinoa nre im~ortant here. First, there 1• nn "ere11t ltr.ht'' 
from above. Melville ertnhnaizea the rfiatnnce of the <'penin~ t<" 
shov Rnrtleby'a isol11tion, not hia link v·ith he"ven. "A verv sn11ll 
- a:, ..... 
openincr in a dome" (my it11lics) seems to be $1 ,1trt,1nl l~ insi<'ni'icnnt 
piece o~ evidence on which to base nn interoret~t1on ~f Rnrtleby 
:1s II mythic hero. Seconr,, the scrivener d!"es nor- st11re t1t this 
openinP; he stares at the wall. Even later, in the Qrison yar~, 
when he has the ooportunity t~ stare at the entire skv, he still 
confines his 2aze to the wa 11. l·'e cnnnot disref?arrJ the f ~cts. 
Either Bartleby is unaware of or reft1ses to acknowled~e this lieht 
from heaven that Browne speaks of, or. it simply does not exist. 
Browne's second point, that Hartleby's experience in the 
Dead Letter office dernonstrr1tes his ability to overcome death, is 
equally weak. After leavinP- the Dead Letter office, the scrivener 
looks far from triumphant. The symbolic experience has completely 
dra~_ned him of the will to survive, and he has become the "pallidly 
neat, pitiably respectable, incurably forlorn" (p. 99) individual 
the lawyer meets at the threshold of his office. To state that 
Bartleby has triumphed over anythin~ after viewing his condition 
constitutes a failure to comprehend e,ren the roost basic asnects of 
A '• 
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the etor,. 
The third notnt in llrou,,o '• artttrtWftt ta b7 far th• WAke1t. 
,,, 
Concorntn1 !lartlobJ'• P••t. Rrovne 1tnto•: "ft~rtleb•'• nrt,ln• 
are ahroutled ln a,atery. Either he doe• not knov ht1 ,,11r•nt111a 
or prater• not to talk nbout it. Probably he 1• tlle1rttlaAte, or 
haa 1cr.aethin,r l!tir11culou1 ab0tJt hi• bi .,..th, n• ta the caae with I J 1 
8 heroes, probably tt,e fomer. •• Thia ia vholly unAcceptable. T" 
imply this much from B11rtleby'a re"uanl to ansver questions concerninp. 
hia past is ridiculous: it indicates that Browne has approached 
the story in a biased fashion. aeekinP to ~orce his readin~ despite 
facts contrary to it. He reveals this bins himself when he at:1tea 
that the story does not live up to the interpretntion that he h4d 
planned for it: "The main difference between Bartleby anti !\11 ly 
[Budd] is that Melville had not learned by the time he w·rote the 
shorter story to universalize his type into world myth. Instead, 
there are efforts -- successful to be sure -- but Bartleby cor.ies 
out more like mere Christ than like the universal hero-savior of 
world folklore and mythology."9 Thus Browne attributes this weAk.ness 
to Melville's inability to grasp his materials; he fails to realize 
:that the inadequacy lies in his own preconceived notions of what 
f1Bartleby'' should be, artd ilo.t Melville's limitat·.ion$ as ·an author. 
Aside from the: obv~tous weaknesses .that ~ ba.v;e. 'ln.entioned·: ··abov~:,. 
1lr:owne' s entire :thesis is· suspect in th·a.t· :it· ·f a:i.ls to live up to· ;th:.a 
:guide lines we have set for a va.-lid readin~ of the story. ·Browne;! 
fails ·to note the importance. o.f· the lawyer's character, and he :re~ 
·.4·9 
'·• 
approacl, with eor• •u«.c•••. Rrovno cnnc ltatfon th11t "R.ort 1 eb, ~tMP•• 
out aore ltke Chrt1t tbJtn like th• untver•11! her~••vinr, •• an~I thn1e 
crtttca vtao enph••fae thl• cc,r,parteon car,e tap with f"l!Ore etre~t1ve 
•net tntere•tln, readi.n,e of the atory. WilliaJ!' Byaehe Stein, Oon11ld 
Fie.ne, and ff. Bnsce Franklin nl 1 viev 11B11rtleb!"'' in the Chriatinn 
context vi th varyf.np, de~reea of aucceaa. Tn a 11 three cnaea • however. 
there 1• one definite improvement over Browne'a article: ench critic 
realizes t1"'t it la not B,artleby alnne vho is i.mi,ortant, but r11ther 
that it is Bartleby's effect nn the lnwyer-narrator which fnnr.s the 
basis of the story. Viewed in relation to the Christi11n alleporv, 
then, the story is not about Christ's trials on earth: rather it 
focuses on man's limitations in dealinc, with the son of r:-d. 
~tein feels that "Bartleby" is a story of the "moral rela-
10 tivism (or prtt'?'fflatic Christianity) oF nineteenth-~entttr~ Americ:i. ,, .. 
Bartleby tests the lawyer, a representative of this philosophy, Rnd, 
accordint? to Stein, demonstr;:ites that his Y"lor:1.Jity is an "utter 
perversion of the basic principles of Christianity."11 Stein further 
notes that there is no chanre in th~ .s·tory, that the lawyer learns 
Melville ther~f ore assi~ns· ··the: role: .of the 
protaRonist to a disciple of ·the businessman, 
a lawyer. In addition, he makes the latter 
his narrator •. This strategy works to convert 
the hero into a kind of homo absurdus, for 
his lack of moral awareness continually be- , 
trays him into inadvertent revelations of his 
corruption (incidentally, a charact'eristic 
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dovtcc tn ~alvtllo'• 1hort atortoa). n,t11 
ta rofloctod tn tho tone of n.orr~tt<'n (it• 
bovt ldorod 1nd11n11t ion) an,t in tho orinnt111t ton 
of tnctdont. Vtth tho appo~rnncc of Bartlcbv 
(a etrnnR•r tn fnct And prtvnte tdentit,), 
tt,e lavyer•, blnntf 111etffltotion1 of raapoctnbiltt,r 
ire cl1a l lenred • nnd ho 1• f orcc·d 1ntn 11n in-
voluntary que1ttan1n, of hta t1itherto unex-
a111ned 11t t 1 tude11 and valtse1. 
'*'elvill" deliberntoly cnats the story in 
the form of n remini1cence in order to shov 
that hia hero is incnpnble of A moral reRen-
cration. For aa the nnrrntion commence&, the 
lnvver e.xhibita no evidence of contrition. In-,,, 
deed, quite fatuously, he bra~& that 'the easi-
eRt way of life is beat.' ••• The narrator 
••• is onlv concerned with the monetarv rewards 
of his poaition.12 , 
But these couments are far from the truth. As I have noted earlier, 
the mere fact that the lawyer has been touched enou~h to relate the 
story indicates a chanf?e for the better on his part. Secondly, 
I have also intimated previously that there is a second and more 
subtle chanRe which occurs in the lawyer as he tells the story. 
While recounting his experiences with Bartleby, his awareness P,radually 
deepens, and the tone of the story changes accordin~ly. As he be-
gins, he is puzzled, but high-spirited. I have already noted the 
aspects of self-parody in the lawyer's description of himself; 
equally important are his amusing caricatures of Turkey and Nippers! 
• 
Turkey was a short, pursy Englishman, of about 
my own age -- that is, somewhere not far from 
sixty. In the morning, one might say, his 
face was of a fine florid hue, but after twelve 
o'clock, meridian -- his dinner hour -- it 
blazed like a grate full of Christmas coals; 
and continued blazing -- but, as it were with 
a gradual wane -- till six o '.clock P .M., or 
thereabouts; after which, I saw no more of 
the proprietor of the face, which, gaining its 
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Mrtdtan vtth the 1un, 1o•••d to ••t vtth St, 
to rt••, culetn4CO, nnd Jo·c l tno tho fol l.nvtnr 
d•1, wt ti, tho I Ike roftU l•rtt, and undtaJnt1hod 
rlary •••• Thor• voa 11 1tr11n1•, tnfl....t, 
f lurr·iod, t 1 iRht1 reek l•••n••• of net ivlty 
about hta. Ho vould ba lnca,,ttou1 ln dtpptn,r 
hi• pen Into t,11 tnk•tand. All ht• blot• upon 
ay doc,1Dent1 var• dropped thero nfter twelve 
o'clock Hridian. Indeed, not onl1 vould h• 
be reckleaa, and aadl1 riven to 1111kin~ blot• 
1n the afternoon, but, acne d11ya, he vent 
further, nnd vna rather noisy. At auch time•, 
too, hf a f nee flamed vi th nuR'fflente·d b lazonry, 
aa if c11nnel conl hnd been he11~ed on 
11.nthr11c 1 te. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Nipy,era • tl1e second nn my 1 iat, vas n 
whiskered, aallov, and, upon the vhole. rather 
piratical-lookin, youn~ man, or abo11t five and 
twenty. I always deemed him the victim of two 
evil powers -- ambition and indip.estion. The 
ambition was evinced by a certnin impatience 
of the duties of a mere copyist, an unwarrantable 
usurpation of strictly professional affairs, such 
as the original drawinj? up of legal documents. 
The i.ndiRestion seemed betokened in an occasional 
nervous testiness and ~rinning irritability, 
causing the teeth to audibly ~rind together 
over mistakes conunitted in copying; unnecessary 
maledictions, hissed, rather than spoken, in the 
heat of business; and especially by a continual 
discontent with the hei~ht of the table where 
he worked. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
It was fortunate for me that, owing to 
its peculiar cause -- indigestion -- their-
ritability and consequent nervousness o~ Nippers 
were mainly observable in the morning, while 
in the afternoon he was comparatively mild. 
So that, Turkey's paroxysms only coming on 
about twelve o'clock, I never had to do with 
their eccentricities at one time. Their fits 
relieved each other, like guards. When Nippers's 
was on, Turkey's was off; and vice versa. This 
was a good natural arrangement, under the 
circumstances. {pp. 94-98) 
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Thu•, at tho outaet, tho law,or h•• ud1 an tnittal chant!•, but 
the co.ttc 11apact1 tn ttl• ton• tndicato that he h•• ver, Jtttl• 
underatandinR concemtn1 RartlebJ. Aa the 1tor, proRr•••••• hov--
ever, the tone becOt1e1 •oro 1eriou1, nnd vh1n the lawyer recount• 
hie discovery of Bartleby alone in h18 a'fice on a Sunday, ve can 
see that he ha• been R8Du1nely affected by hie rniniacenca of the 
scrivener's solitude: "Immediately then the thou,tht came sveepinJ? 
across me, vhat miserable friendleasnesa and lonelinesa are here 
revealed! His poverty is great; but his solitude, hov horrible! 
Think of it. Of a Sunday, Wall Street is deserted as Petra; and 
every night of every day it is an emptiness" (pp. 109-110). From 
this point on, the tone becomes increasin~ly somber. The lawyer's 
description of the Tombs demonstrates the distance he has moved 
toward awareness: "The yard was entirely quiet. It was not 
accessible to the connnon prisoners. The surrounding walls, of 
amazing thickness, kept off all sounds behind them. The Er,yptian 
character of the masonry weighed upon me with its gloom" (p. 130). 
The earne~t and despairing quality of the description of the walls 
t.,hich hem Bartle by in shows the lawyer's empathy and understanding. 
Thus we are prepared for the narrator's final words and his feeling 
that he has completely understood the actions and motives of the 
scrivener. Although the lawyer never gains a complete understanding 
of what has transpired, his careful retelling of the story permits 
him to come closer to the truth about the human condition. In this 
way, we can see that Stein's allegations are unfounded. The lawyer 
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111Uet be 1tr••••d th•t tt tho law,or f,atl•, tr t1 not bocnu•• of 
ht1 ve,11kn••• 11• an tndlv1dta•I: it te becaua• nll Mn w•t fn11 
vhen faced vtth euch II probla. 
S11111Arly. Donald Fiene al10 employ• the relitiou•-«ythic 
approach. Fiene feel• that Bartleby ia Chriat and that the story 
is concerned vith the Second CominP. and man• a accepta.nce of the 
Heasiah'a return: ••aartleby really vaa me.ant by Melville to be 
an incarnation of Christ. I am drawn to thia conclusion by what 
I take to be allusions to Judgment Day or the Second CatninR. I 
believe that Melville deliberately set out to dramatize the con-
frontation of a Christian with the Messiah •••• With a fine sense 
of irony, Melville has depicted the Messiah not as the ~lorious 
Son descending in a cloud with all his holy an.gels, but as the 
least of Christ's brethren. 1113 The lawyer, as representative man, 
denies and betrays Christ, and Fiene is unsure whether or not he 
has been damned for his actions. He suggests that the lawyer's fate 
lies in his recognition of Bartleby as Christ: 
The question is whether we shall at least reco~-
nize the Messiah in this man and understand how 
we have failed him -- just as Peter realized 
once how he had denied Jesus. 
The drama and suspense of "Bartleby" de-
rive from our anticipating (at least now in 
retrospect) whether or not the narrator will 
recognize the scrivener. When the story is 
over, it seems that he has not done so; yet 
we realize also that it is only through the 
narrator that we have come to recognize 
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Bart loby our•• I vo1. Doo• tho ur,rot or untfor--1' 
at.itnd th• •trnf t tcanco or t,11 ovn vC'rd1 or not 7 
If 10, thon ha te deaned: and a• Stein 1t11t ly 
concludoat "Ct1rt1t t1 do.nd tn the huann con-
1ctonco. •• Indeed, the n•rr11tor do•• 1en 
d11J111ed vhctn 811rt leb, add re•••• t11m vith th• 
vord11: t•t know yo\l nnd I va.nt nothin" to aay 
to yot1•• (51: 24-25). But the "t tn, 1 inp, shiver" 
vhich he feels nt Bartleby'e d•nth miRht vell 
contrndict tl1e concluainn. Hia valediction 
quoted froa Job (3:14) nlso hints at a recnR-
nition of the acrivener. And the final vorda 
o' the epi'fgue, "Ah Bart lebyt Ah, hWDAnityf ", 
vould make us believe that ttte n.11rrator h111 now 
become ?·felv'ille hi,mself, vith all the depth in 
understanding that that implies. Thour,h one 
perhaps lonia to judRe the overly prudent nar-
rator severely, it seems that ~telville sli,thtly 
inhibits us from doin1-t so. He implicit, sug-
gests that we take the time to read the seventh 
chapter of ~latthew before rushin~ on with our 
livea.14 
This argument, while an improvement over Stein's in that it does 
not condemn the narrator outright, is still weak in some areas. 
Not everyone "longs to jud~e the overly prudent narrator severely." 
Althou~h the narrator does initially desert Bartleby, it must be 
remembered that he does return, honestly hoping to help the scrivener. 
Time becomes an important factor in relation to this offer of help. 
Since the offer naturally occurs before Bartleby's death and before ~ 
the narrator decides to write the story, it must be maintained that 
the lawyer has very little awareness at this point; he certainly 
does not recognize Bartleby as Christ. Thus, his offer of help is 
in no way selfish. The narrator does not suddenly realize that 
Bartleby is the son of G-d and return in the hope of gaining salva-
tion in exchange for his aid. Instead , he returns because he feels 
• genuine sorrow for a forlorn and pitiable human being. Thus, the 
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l11w,or ••t ba vt•w•d •••woad And e-,.eatonato hUIIUln botn1 vlth 
olcrut•tlc aottvo• tor tho proct•• ru•on t"-t h• I• not w,aro that 
!artlebJ !• Chrl•t. 
If 111t can accetpt thl• v·lw of tho l~•r, tbon w are forcod 
to reevaluate Bart lebJ' • p·o•1tion •• 11.1v·tor. flt• acriveaar i• cer,-
tainly I le11 tha.n dJTUUl.iC peraonaltty, and he d•onatrat•• no 
paver or even deaire to help unkind. When the lavYer rulizea hie 
r 
ovn veakne••, he return•, beaeechinn Bartleb:, to allov hi.m to help 
hi.11. But the scrivener-savior has been htart • and he refuse• 
to accept the lavyer'a offer. The lawyer can do no more; he cannot 
force himself upon Bartleby, and ao he leaves defe.ated by the 
. 
refusal. In this light, Bartleby becomes a kind of perverse or at 
least indifferent savior, uninterested in forgivin~ or savin~ man-
kind, This conceot indicates a movement toward the existential 
• 
approach. Christ seems to have lost interest in mankind and has 
abandoned him, thus leaving man on his own to discover the meaning 
of tl1e universe. 
The last of these critics, H. Bruce Franklin, is perhaps the 
best on the religious-mythic approach. He feels that Bartleby is 
not necessarily Christ, but that he may merely represent a stranger 
whom the lawyer must treat with Christian charity: 
But of course the possibility that Bartleby 
may be the very least of me~ does not necessarily 
contradict the possibility that Bartleby may be 
an embodiment of God. For as Christ explains 
in Matthew 25, the least of men (particularly 
when he appears as a stranger) is the physical 
representative and representation of Christ 
•••• Christ is here saying that the individual 
I s6 
Q 
cOIWI• to Cod anti nttatna ht• 11lvnttcm wtt.n h• 
1howa eoaplot• chltrtty ton •tr•n1or, and h• 
rojocte Cod and cAlla for ht• d1111n.1ttnn whon--
nor h• rofu••• coaploto chartt1 to oao etranper, 
n•n "th• loaat of th•••·" A• tho 1tor, of 
lartlebJ unfold•, it become• tncreaaln•ly 
apparent th4t ft ta in part• t••tintt of tht• 
•••••• of Chrtet. Th• narrator'• 1oul depend• 
from hi• actioo• tauard I.art lehy • 1 111•teriou1, 
poor, lonely, 1ick atr&n8•r vho enda hi• life 
in prieon. Can the narr11tor, the un of our 
vorld, act in tenaa of Chriat'• ethic•?15 
Franklin alao feels that the lawyer fail• to live up to hia respon-
sibilities, but he still Rrants him much in the vay of compassion and 
understanding: "Slowly the narrator's compassion for Bartleby and 
his sense of brotherhood v'ith him emer~e, and as they emersze we see 
more and more clearly that the dra.ma involves the salvation of both 
Bartleby -- the poor, lonely stran~er -- and the narrator -- the 'safe' 
16 ma.n who in ma.ny ways represents our world." He states that the 
lawyer's perceptions are limited, and he feels that these limitations 
cause him to fail Bartleby. Franklin's evaluation of the story is 
honest, and he deals with all of the facts: 
The narrator fulfills the letter of Christ's 
injunction point by point: he offers money 
to the stranger so that he may eat and drink; 
he takes him in, finally offering him not only 
his office but also his home; when he sees that 
he is sick, he attempts to minister to him; he, 
alone of all mankind, visits and befriends the 
stranger in prison. But he hardly fulfills 
the spirit of Christ's message: his money is 
carefully doled out; he tries to evict the 
stranger, offers his home only after betraying 
him, and- then innned-ia-te-ly-flees fronr~hfm in 
the time of his greatest need; it ·is his· de-
mands on the stranger which have made him sick; 
he visits the stranger in prison only once while 
he is alive, thus leaving him alone for several 
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da11 bofaro 11nd •fcor ht1 vt•t,. c:hu• lo.1vtnf! t,,. to dlo 011ttrol1 nlono.17 
11'*9vor, •a•• of ht• potnta 11ro. fnSrl,. wak. It ,,.._. tapn1•Shlo to 
prove ttiat "lt 11 ht• (the lnv,or 11J dOJ11nd11 on tho •trnn,er which 
hove Mdo hf• •tck." Tho nnl1 r.u1lAd)' th11t ctMJld po••tb!.)' be blncaed 
"" the l11V.Ycr f• S..rtleby'• •uppo•ed •,•-•trntn, bt1t even thia 
dise.nae 11 never doc,,nented. Overall, the critic 1ttll fntl• to 
emphasize the l~er'a Rood pnint• 1tronily enot1Jth. Alth0t1rh it ta 
true ttuit t1e doea offer Bartleby his hc,ne nnl:t' ,after betrayinR him, 
the offer is genuine and the lavyer ia truly anrry for his previous 
weakness. In 11ddition, Franklin's explicit cmnpariaon of the lawyer's 
18 denial of Bartleby to Peter's denial of Christ is extremely tellinr. 
If even a disciple of Christ must fail in his relationship with the 
savior, then it seems that the lavyer is also doomed to fail and that 
he cannot be held individually responsible for a weakness that is 
inherent in all mankind. More important than his inevitable failure 
is his realization of that failure and his attempt to atone by 
offering Bartleby comfort and shelter. 
Overall, then, we can see that the religious-mythic approach 
can be an acceptable way of viewing "Bartleby" if we are willing to 
accept a f ew,-basic concepts. First, if Bartleby is Christ, then he 
. is an indifferent savior who appears to have abandoned mankind. But 
the scrivener does not necessarily have to be the savior for the 
. . ~-~--
Christian framework to succeed. Bartleby may merely be a pitiable 
human being whom Christ's teachings demand that all men must help. 
Franklin is correct when he states that: ''To read 'Bartleby' well, we 
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nu1t fir1t realtae that vo can nnor knov who or what lnrtlab, t.1, 
but that vo 11ro continW1ll1 ••kid tn ru••• vho or vh11t h• •t,ht bo. 
Ve 11t.1et ••• tluat ho .. , be a.n,thintt from n ••r• bit of hue.an t lot•• 
to a con.aciou• a.nd forceftsl rejecter or tt,e vorld to 11.a incarnation 
of Cod.t•19 Thia i• true ai.mply becauee tt 1• the lawyer'• reaction• 
to Bartleby, rather than Bartleby hi,maelf, that are eaaenti•l to the 
story. It does not matter precisely vho or vhat Bartleby is, aa 
lonst as ve realize that he is a beinR ttRreatly to be comp-assionated" 
(p. 128). Finally, it is important to note that no matter what 
alles.torical framework ve choose to apply to "Bartleby", we nust be 
certain to view the characters consistently. Thus the lawyer's com-
passion a.nd his limitations must be noted in this approach as well 
as in all other possible allegorical contexts. 
One other approach to "Bartleby" that should be discussed is 
the psychological view. This view can be divided into two basic 
sections. One group of critics treats Bartleby's withdrawal from 
society as a schizophrenic reaction. Others feel that Bartleby 
represents a psychological double for the lawyer-narrator, and that 
he reminds the narrator of the inadequacies of the sterile, routine 
world. 
Richard Chase and Newton Arvin both feel that "Bartleby" is a 
. 
story of schizophrenic withdrawal. In addition, these critics feel 
that Turkey and Nippers also represent different types of mental dis-
orders. Chase suggests mania and depression. Arvin also notes that 
the narr.ator is a sane man who begins to question his sanity because 
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20 of ht1 •••oci•tton vtth 1uch tndtvt«t,1al1. !ilatl.arl7, JANI K. 
IOWO'n fool, th.at Bartlob7'• aettona nr• •,-ptOllAttc of c4tAton!At 
"Bartloby'• preforrinR not to ••t load• to ht• doath, n do.nth th.At 
Holvtllo 10 cle•rly de•crtbe1 •• catatonia, 11n utroaa •tnto ot 
p1ychological vithdraval. In the cl•••ic catatonic poaitton, 
'Strnniel:, huddled at the base of the vnll, t,1• knees dravn up, 4.ad 
lying on his aide, hia head touchin,: tl1e cold etonea, • Bartleby come• 
to his end. " 21 11ovever, these readinga are inadequate. In placinR 
the emphasis on Bartleby, rather than the lawyer-narrator, these 
critics leave much of the story unexplained. Attributin" the 
scrivener's actions to insanity restricts the story to a mere 
psychological case-study and severely limits its scope and possibilities. 
The second aspect of the psychological approach is equally 
problematic. The leading proponent of this psycholo~ical-double view, 
Mordecai Marcus, feels that Bartleby is not a real scrivener, but 
22 that he "represents a force in the lawyer's unconscious mind." . The 
scrivener's role "as a psychological double is to criticize the 
sterility, impersonality, and mechanical adjustments of the world 
which the lawyer inhabits."23 Bartleby represents "a protest within 
the lawyer which has at least partially taken the form of a death 
drive. 1124 Granted, this is entirely possible. Since the story is a 
first-person narrative, there is no way of corroborating the lawyer's 
' 
statements; thus it is possible that the narrator has simply created 
Bartleby. But whether or not Bartleby actually existed for the lawyer 
is unimportant. Bartleby is more than just a forlorn scrivener; he is 
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• Mn or fore• vhlch cau••• th• lav,or to aovo toward aw•r•n••• 
and queatton tho ••nlna of ut1tcmc•. Karcu•' tn.1t11t111co that 
lartleb1 l• • ftcttonal~tlctlonal ch11racter 1.e tnconaoquential 
ainco, real or lu11tnod, tho 1crivenor accoepltehea the••• 11oal• 
in the ator,. 
"41rcua' interpretation become• conaiderabl1 vea.ker •• he 
prop.reaaea. Since he ia unable to acc0tant for Melville'• endinct, 
Karcua concludes that it is a veakneaa in the atnr,,: 
• 
The concluding aection of the story in 
which the lawyer aeeka for a rational explana-
tion of Bartleby'a actions by reporting a 
rumor that he had worked in the dead letter 
office in Washington and so had become obsessed 
with human loneliness seems to me an artificial 
conclusion tacked on as a concession to pooular 
taste. The lawyer's otherwise final statement 
that Bartleby lies asleep 'with kings and 
counselors' is probably the story's authentic 
conclusion, for -- despite the hopelessness of 
Bartleby's position -- it attributes profundity 
and dignity to Bartleby's protest f~ainst the 
sterility of a spiritless society. 
Finally, he decides that the story itself has a basic flaw and that 
the lawyer is not chanf?ed by his experience: "Thus the story lacks 
a thematic resolution. Its conclusion creates not so much a 
counter-criticism of Bartleby's passivity as an expression of quiet 
despair about the human predicament. The lawyer is not visibly 
26 changed after a struggle with his double." Thus, like Ray Browne, 
Marcus appears to have brought an interpretation to the .story, in-
stead of having derived one after a careful reading. In this way, 
we can see that both aspects of the psychological approach tend to 
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... m rather tha etrn1thea "lartl•1t,.• 
Ono ttnal 1pproach to th• atory that 1hould b1 dtacuued l• 
"•ppro•ch" and "interprot•tton" interchan,eably; however, in 
ral.ation to thi• fin.al viev, thi• ta not poeetble. The atructural-
1t1ltatlc approach doe• not limit itaelf to only one interpretation 
of tha atory. Critic• employtna thie viw feel >hat "Bartleby•·• may 
be read on many levels, and they are interested in diacoverin,t aa 
many of these readin~a aa possible. Each critic attempts to discern 
\ 
a baaic pattern in the story's form or style and then applies various 
readings to this pattern. Thus, their approach is a method for dis-
covering different but complementary interpretations, rather than an 
interpretation itself. 
~farvin Felheim, employinl' a structural view, notes that few 
• 
critics have ~ctually approached the story with respect to its form. 
Re decides that such an approach is necessary, and he comes up with 
a few solid preliminary assmnptions. Re states that, although the 
story is supposedly about Bartleby, it is really concerned with the 
lawyer-narrator. In addition, he notes the importance of style in 
the first-person narration:. "First of all, we must keep in -mind that 
this is a first-person nar.ra-tive and, although the story ·is. about 
:B·artleby, we know him. -and .come tc, understand: his situation t:hro.ugh. 
·:the ... eyes and words of the lawyer who employs ·him. " 27 Fel}J.e.f.m :go:es 
01.l to divide the story into three sections, stating that each 
demonstrates some pertinent aspect of the lawyer-scrivener relation-
ship. 
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Th• ftr1t of th••• ••cttona dula onl1 indtroctl1 vtth 
Bartleb,. It tntroduca1 tho Jav,or and 1uppo•_.l, dtll()fl•tr11to1 
h11 ba•1c ch•r•cteriattc1 of "prudence" and "••thod," vhict,, accord-
lns to Felheia, vtll rwin rith ht• throutthout the 1tor,. The 
middle aection deal• directl1 vith the lnv,er-11crtvener relationahip. 
Felheim notes the clash between the lawyer and Bart leby and atate• 
th-at this conflict cauae• a chnnR• in the lawyer: 
Bartleby'a atate forcea a nev response 
from the lawyer: pity •••• 
The third problem which Bartleby poses 
now emerRea: Be Rives up copy-in,. He has 
become a ''millstone." And the lawyer's 
response? The perfect Christian reaction: 
charity. The lawyer, after a variety of 
excuses and plane, simply recalls ''the divine 
injunction: 'A new co1nn1andment give I unto 
you, that ye love one another.'" Thus the 
middle section of the tale ie brouRht to a 
~ 
close. The lawyer concludes with Job-like 
resignation that "these troubles ••• had 
been all predestined from etern,ity, and 
Bartleby was billeted upon me for some 
mysterious purpose of an allwise Providence, 
which it was not for mere mortal like me to 
fathom. 11 28 
Up to this point, Felheim's reading appears to work well. However, 
with a discussion of the third section, a problem occurs. Felheim 
feels that, in the concluding section of the story, society takes 
over the lawyer's role and removes him from the scene: 
The final section of the narrative truly 
enlarges the implications. As long as relation-
ships were on a personal, one-to-one basis (as 
-Was- ---true also of the employer's attitude toward 
Turkey and Nippers) the lawyer could, and did 
behave as a Christian. But once the situation 
was allowed to go further, was invaded by 
others, new considerations arose. In this 
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thl rd 1oet too, th• rolo of ch-• lllVJOr 1·u!lc 1, 
chan1••• h• te no looaor an tavolvod ch•ract•rs 
tie h•• bocoao .1t11plJ tho n•rrator. SoctotJ ha1 boco•• tnvolved; tt h111 t•k•n ov•r th• l,11v,or'1 
rol•. llut 1c,,ct•t1 h•• no Mthod, no ua, or 
coptn, vlth th• la1u•• IArtlobJ rat•••· It c•n 
roaort only to ite on• off•cttvo lnatttutl®• 
the jail, ironicall7 n.11111d the Toab1. There, 
Bartleb1 dta•, to join other, lSke ht•••lf, 
"kintt• and cou.naelor1. "29 
Although it may be f'rnnted that society doe, take nn nctive role in 
the final aection of the story, it cnnnot be ttr11nted that the lllVJer 
"is no longer an involved character." In fact, the lav,er'a Active 
participation in the third section ia crucial to an underatandin~ of 
"Bartleby. t• Realizinp that he has committed a Rrave error in runninp, 
away from his responsibility to Bartleby, the lawyer returns and 
attempts to aid him. Althou~h he fails in this attemot, we can see, 
through the earnestness of the offer itself, an admirable change 
in the lawyer's character. He has moved from a prudent, methodical, 
and unaware businessman to a generous and compassionate h•man being. 
Felheim's failure to note the lawyer's role in this section (and hence 
his overall change in the story) constitutes a definite weakness in his 
article. 
Like Felheim, Leedice Kissane feels that an examination of 
the lawyer's prose style is essential to an understanding of "Bartleby." 
Kissane also notes that the story is primarily the lawyer's, and he 
, 
feels that the dangling constructions found in "Bartleby" have a 
definite bearing on the lawyer's character change: 
But in "Bartleby," these questionable structures 
are found to have a bearing on the characteriza-
tion, not so much of Bartleby as of his employer, 
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and hence to aid th• r••tf•r ln dtecovortng • 
nov ••n!ntt in th!• entp1ttc tale. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I hope to 1hov hou the narr11tor 1• at interval• 
1h.akon into incoherency, hie r aul tJ aent•nc•f 
regi•ttrint pro,tre1atve ch•ni•• in his atti-, 
tude. 30 
Kisaane feel• that theae conatructiona vere atrate,tic,ally placed 
to demonstrate the lawyer's projt·reaaive chanRe in feelinP. concerntn,-
Bartleby and that thia character-change ultimately reveals the lawyer 
to be a man who has been profoundly affected by the scrivener: "The 
lavyer. • • learns throuRh the succeesi ve ex,periences of is:norin,, 
ad1udgin~ insane, questioning, escaping from and returninp. to, carinJt 
for, and finally identifying himself with, his 
truth that all men are brothers, and so enters 
afflictive char~e, 
31 into life." 
the 
Kissane's article presents some extremely interesting problems. 
His statement that these dan~ling constructions show a cha,n2e in the 
lawyer!! he writes the story fits in well with my previous assertion 
that there is an overall change in tone as the lawyer writes, and 
consequently increases his awareness, concerning Bartleby. Indeed, 
Kissane's argument would definitely serve to reenforce this point, if 
it were not for the fact that his evidence of this change is extremely 
weak. In the first two paragraphs of his article, Kissane admits the 
prevalence of dangling constructions in nineteenth-century fiction: 
Careful readers have noted the prevalence 
of dangling constructions in the work of writers 
of a hundred years ago, their eyes no doubt 
sharpened by present-day teaching practices 
which warn against infelicitous wo~order and 
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t l lo,tca l p lac tna of aod t t tor•. He.I V't 11•' • 
"BartlobJ th• Scrtvonor" 1how1 no l•.•• than 
1non auch l•p•••; 1!atJar l•p••• ar• tOUlld 
ln ht• oth• work••• wll •• !n tho•• ot ht• 
cont•porar,. Rllvthom•. 
Such conatructtoa.• nr• probablJ not, tor 
the ao•t part, p11rttcul•rl7 notovor·th1. n.o, 
do not de•troy th• 11uthor' • Nan.in.a aad u, 
be vteved toJerantlJ •• • b,-.product of the old 
Lattnized rhetoric vhlch left the reader 
reaponaible for fittini th! nodtfiere to the 
moat plauaible name vord.3 
Since Kiaea.ne admits both tl1e f requeot appearance of such con-
structions and the fact that they vere accepted aa an adequate 
means of expreaaion, it is difficult to accept hie basic pre.aise 
that these constructions were strategically placed for emphasis. 
In addition, the critic's secondary conclusion, that the constructions 
were employed to achieve ambiguity and thus provide various inter-
pretations of one story, is equally questionable. Althou~h I do 
a,ree with K.issane's basic conclusions concerning the story, that 
the lawyer gains insight from his encounter with Bartleby and that 
the story can be read on various levels, his method of arriving 
at these conclusions is certainly suspect. It would seem that 
purposely placing dangling constructions in the story would be a 
poor way for Melville to demonstrate these points. 
Overall, then, the goal of the structural and stylistic 
approaches, to work out as many complementary readings as possible 
for "Bartleby," is valid. However, the critics who have employed 
these approaches thus far have been less than completely successful 
in achieving this end. It would seem that these approaches will quite 
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probabl1 bo oa-plorod Sn auch 9r&1tor dotatl tn the futur•. 
One ftn11l probl• au1t be dult vtth tn an, dtecu1eton o' 
"Bartlob7." Cranttn1 the l•v,•r'• lltlitad, vicartoua undoretnndtni 
of the untvor10, w IIU•t dectd• how to take the urrator'• ulti•t• 
revel•t1on; that 1a, ve auat decide vhether or not there 1• any 
nffinutton to be gained from auch knovledf'•• nate decision vill 
neceasarily dict•te our overall viav of the atory. 
John Bernstein feels that there ia some k.ind of affirmation, 
even salvation, in the atory: 
The central irony of the tale ia that al-
thou,h the paaaive resistance practiced by 
Bartleby does not save hi.m from death and des-
peration, the exposure on the part of the lawyer 
to this philosophy eventually leads to his 
salvation. As we have seen, the narrator 
makes it clear that the only reason he initially 
tolerates Bartleby and eventually sympathizes 
w·ith him is because of the type of resistance 
Bartleby offers. As a result of his sympathy 
for Bartleby, the lawyer outgrows his initial 
position of callousness and lack of concern 
for his fellows and comes to realize that no 
man is an island, that to be homan means to be 
involved with the human situation. The final 
words of the tale, "Ah, Bartleby! Ah, humanity!", 
indicate to the reader that the lawyer has matured 
in understanding and has, through his relationship 
with Bartleby, achieved a true perspective of 
man's fate.33 
This view of man's involvement and interdependence is very similar 
to Newton Arvin's statement" "'Bartleby' essentially dramatizes. 
the cosmic irony of the truth that men are at once immitigably 
interdependent and innnitigably forlorn."34 However, this concept 
• • 
of the lawyer's salvation through the awareness of the necessity of 
involvement is inadequate. For if the lawyer is saved, then precisely 
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vh•t la ho a1YOd froa? Kin c.•n •till oatat 111antnP.lea1l1 Albe.it 
tntordopendontl7 tn •n .. ,r, unlvoreo. Clo•rl1 thffl, it.pl• int1r-
depeadnco ta not• Nan• of ulvatton tn the fnce of II void. If 
the lawyer 11 to bo eaved throunh hie avaren•••, then the .. an• or 
11lvattoa au•t be con•tderablJ aore forceful. 
Leo Harx alan teela that the lnvyer ha• been saved. H.arx 
eX"plai.na that the vall• at vhich Bartleby ,tazea aymbolfze death. 
He then P.oea on to quote froa, the t1tory, auppoaedly demonatratin,r 
that Bartleby is obaeaaed vith these valla vhile the lawyer, vith 
his nev-found knavled,re, can see life as well aa death: 
In the end, in prison, ve are made to feel that 
the action has somehow taken us closer to the 
mysterious source of positive values in Mel-
ville's universe. "And see," says the lawyer 
to Bartleby in the prison yard, "it is not so 
sad a place as one might think. Look, there 
is the sky, and here is the grass." To the 
lawyer the presence of the grass in the !ombs 
is as wonderful as its presence in the heart 
of the eternal pyramids where "By some strange 
magic through the clefts, grass-seed, dropped 
by birds, had sprung." The saving power 
attributed to the green grass is the clue to 
Melville's affirmation.35 
But Marx misreads the emphasis in the passage. Perhaps it is true 
that the lawyer, who at this point has still not gained as full an 
awareness as he will eventually acquire, views the presence of the 
grass as wonderful. But the reader must not make the same mistake. 
The important thing to note is that the grass exists between "the 
clefts" and inside "surrounding walls. 
• • of amazing thickness" 
(p. 130); that is, the fleeting life of the grass exists between the 
walls of death and is thus denied any existence beyond these barriers, 
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••on thouwh tho lav,or, tn ht1 lt11ltod 1t11to of 111aru•••• .. , 
rool dtft•rontl1. In t,act, tho do•crtptton ot the fr111tle bl•d•• 
of grn•• • Rrovina Sn 1uch a prec.11rtou• plnc• • vould ••• to indicate 
that it 1• aurpriaina that life axfata At nll 1.n such • forebodint 
univerae. In thf I vay, it vould 11ppear that M.rx and the t·vo previous 
critic• have failed to come up vtth n view that support, any type 
of affirmation in the atory. 
In contrast to the viev that aupy,orta affinutinn, F.o. 
Hatthieaaen states, ..,,Bartleby' ia a traRedy of utter nettation, of 
36 the enduring hopelessness of a younr. man who is absolutely alone." 
\Tarious critics agree with Hatthiessen. Edward Rosenberry calls the 
37 story a "weird nihilistic drama." Richard Abcarian feels that the 
story is one of isolation and desolation and that it demonstrates the 
inability of one human being to communicate with another: "' Ah 
' 
Bartleby! Ah, humanity!' This cry conveys the narrator's profound 
revelation that the universe is indifferent to the exemplary piety 
and goodwill with which he tries to penetrate Bartleby's isolation 
and that his ultimate failure stands as a paradigm for all human 
38 relationships." He concludes that the narrator's experiences with 
Bartleby completely negate the guiding principles of his life: "the 
strange and disconcerting bond of isolation ••• does not oppose·but 
simply makes irrelevant the conventional pieties that have guided the 
39 narrator's life." Finally, Kingsley Widmer also underscores the 
powerful negative aspects of the story: "Melville's absurd comedy 
against decent rationality goes on to affirm the inevitableness of 
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porvor1tt7.•40 fll••• conclu•ton• would••• to bo clo1•r to tho 
truth. At th• clo1• of tho •tor,, th• lau7or 1• loft vtth tho horror 
of •ptin•••• and th•r• appo•r• to be nothlna that c•n ••v• hi• froa 
thte v,1,1on. 
Hovever, v·tavtng th• etor, •• a tra,tedy of "utter neantton11 
also nppenr1 to be too one-11ded. AlthouRh the lavyer 1• not "saved,•·• 
he doea appear to be left vith aoaethint at the close of the story. 
Thua, a third view, a comprom.iae betvean the tvo extremes of salvation 
and annihilation, ia neceaaa·ry to underataad ''B.artleby•·• fully. Rosa 
Danforth initiates such a view vhen he atatea thAt the lavyer has been 
made aware of his hollowness: "the complacency of the lawyer has been 
at least temporarily aha.ken. • • He has been made gropingly aware 
that he is spiritually dead himself, that he stares out at the same 
blank walls that confront Bartleby •••• Re is a hollow man with 
partial insight, not Conrad's Kurtz, not Tolstoy's Ivan Ilyich. But 
like them, he has been made existentially aware of the need for 
choice."41 This awareness is essential to both the lawyer's view of 
life and the reader's final vision of. the story. This point can best 
be demonstrated by noting Jack B. Moore's discussion of Pascal's 
( 
philosophy: ''Man's significance, says Pascal, is his knowledge of his 
own insignificance. Even at the moment of death, man's superiority 
42 is that he knows he dies while the universe knows nothing." In this 
way we can see that both Bartleby's awareness and the lawyer's vicarious 
understanding -~f that awareness grant these characters a special dignity 
in the face of nothingness. Granted, this final vision is a very minor 
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kitid of atftnutton, but tt le, non•th•l•••• 1nttethtna that un con 
cltna to. Thu•, 11lthouJth th• lAVJ•r 1• f1r froe "Mvod," ha ta 
1rantctd • apecial kind of solace that coaforta hi• in an empty 
un.iverae. In this vny, Melville'• ••aartleby'1 dnon•tratea the trnp.ic 
quality of tt,e avare un vho facea tho me.nninqlesaneas of existence. 
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